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Green Line, 34 Cowley Road, Oxford

(0865 245301)
‘ Monthly’magazlne of
Green politics and lileStyle

GREEN LINE is published ten times a .
year, and_is edited by an 0xford~
based collective. It is entirely

‘ independent of any one group or
organisatiOn. -

The next issue will appear on
October 1st: deadline for articles
'is September 3rd, for-news and
letters, September 10th.

How to subscribe
Subscribe today and get the next
10 issues in the post for just £6
(low/unwaged £5). Special offer
for the high-waged; take out a
special "supporter subscription"
and do your conscience a good turn,
for only £10!

Backaissue offer for non readers:
we'll send you SIX recent different
back issues post free for £1.75.

Bulk orders
You can buy 5 or more copies for
only 35p each; or 10 or more for
only 30p each — post free! Cash—
withrorder first time please: after
that, if you want a regular order,
we‘ll give you a month to pay.

Sale-or—return for one—Off events:
you pay 35p a copy for however many
you sell, and recycle the rest.

Advertising
Green Line reaches an audience of
like—minded people like no other
magazine: Our display rates are
only £45 a page (smaller sizes pro
rata). Send camera—ready copy to
our Oxford address before the 15th
of the month, or write for more
details
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RECYCLED.BO0KS! I find out-ofaprint
and secondehand books on any
subject. Send details without
obligation.to 219 Church Road,
Earley, Reading or phone 0734 61793.

mom norm. TIPI _(also roofracks)
nmde to your specifications. Seconds
hand tipis for sale and wanted.
Canvas repair service. Cumbria
Tipis, 1 Chapel Terrace, Nenthead,
Alston, Cumbria.

CARAVAN, Welsh hill farm, lovely
unspoilt country. Organic garden.
£25 p.w. to Greeaarty. 01—748
1176.

GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE. Theme_of
the Fifth Assembly of the Fourth
WOrld, Zurich, 3 — 6 September 1986.
Forums on Economics, Ecology,
Iblitics and Education. Explore the
new optionS'with Greens from many
other countries. 24 Abercorn Place,
NW8. 286 4366.

BUDDHISM - a good selection of books
available. .For list please send 17p
stamp to Great Tortoise Books (GL),
7—2 Mincinglake Road, Exeter EX4 7DX'.

SUSTAINING AND SUSTAINABEE, the case
for home-grown vegan diet, plus
nutrition.information, balanced
menus, recipes.-Free of exploitation
of people and animals. Sustainable
in the over—populated, post-indus-
trial Britain of the future. 60p
plus 15p p&p.r Also recipe booklet
'Whole New Ways' - same price.
Movement for Compassionate Living,
47 Highlands Road, Leatherhead,
Surrey. .

MORFA.NEIGHBOURHDOD CO-CP offers
camping site and group room for
groups, max 25. Close to Preseli
Hills, fembrokeshire coast. SAE to
Morfa, Blaenffos, Boncath, Dyfed
(0239 74462).
COUPLE, early 20s, are looking for
selfrsupporting_COmmunity to live/
work in, or co—operative to work in.
Anything considered. Contact Chris,
4 Palace Road, Ripon, N'Iorks
(0765) 3605 .

GAIA'WEEK, August 22 — 29..A holiday
with the emphasis on.1ooking at
Galloway, its wild life, farming,
forestry, rivers, shoreline and
gardens. What's happening now,
and what's the future? Write:
Laurieston.Ha11, Castle Douglas,
Kirkcudbrightshire.

4ecycled stationery
made from 100% recycled paper

Gift Packs -— 40 plain sheets and 25 matching
envelopes in a choice of colours: apple, azure,

. buff, gold, or white. .A5 size £1.70 each, or
{our packs for £5.95. (please state colours)

Trial Pack —- 20 plain sheets
_ plus 12 envelopes in assorted

. ' - ‘ -, colours, send 5 x 17p stamps.
' . or S.A.E. for New complete

lists of stationery products.

_. Steve 8c Susan Hammett
‘v” designers, printers Crista tz'oners

Gate Farm, Fen End, ‘Kenilworth, Warks,
CV8 l.\'W. Telephone Berkswell (0676) 33332

LINOIPRINTS.

mallet
Original prints of

GL illustrations, 75p each plus
25p p&p. Give issue number and
page when ordering. Andy'Kaye,
52a New Yatt Road,'Witney, Oxon
(phone Witney 3811).

THE.BEGINNINGS of an alternative/
green.university is starting in
Birmingham in October based on
holistic, radical education. 'We
need loans and people! There will be
an alternative skill/knowledge
sharing week 1—6 September. Work—
shops on a vast range of green
tapics/skills in a friendly/parti—
cipatory atmosphere. Further infor—
mation; NeW'University'Iroject,'
11a.- St QuintinAvenue, London W10.
Tel. 01-960 5773.

COLOURFUL ADHESIVE WINDOW TRANS-
parencies (11 varieties, rainbow,
mandalas, peace dove, etc). Now
available wholesale. SAE for
catalogue to Earthcare, 33 Saddler
Street, Durham.

We'd like to hear from more people, .
especially in or near Oxford, who would
like to join the group... whether with
a specialist interest or talent, or
just a willingness to stick stamps and
stuff envelopes.

' ‘-’fl~~m'=

news from Green Line

We also badly need help from a competent
typist.

Jon Carpenter

ENERGY \X/ISE?
Three courses on Energy and the Environment

TOUR TO CENTRE FOR ALTERNATIVE
TECHNOLOGY. WALES (SEPT 20 8. 21)

Another opportunity to stay at this pioneering centre
where hydro, wind and solar power serve the
community and form a fascinating display of their
potential. Realm travel from Bristol and accomodatlon
included. Price £25 (£19 concession).

TOUR T0 MILTON KEYNES
(SATURDAY SEPT 13}

A day’s visit to the Energy World exhibition. Milton
Keynes is renowned for its low-energy housing. and
this exhibition leatures 50 purpose built energy
efficient houses. all different. There will be
demonstrations. stalls and entertainments too! Return
travel from Bristol and admission included. Price £18
(£15)

COMPUTER AIDED LOW ENERGY DESIGN
(WEDNESDAY SEPT 17)

A short course for architects and designers giving a
practical introduction to the use of computers in
evaluating the energy consumption cl a building.
Useful for both new-built and rehab. -no previous
experience necessary. Price £25

To book your place CONTACT:

THE COMMUNITY ENERGY WORKSHOP U109 Philip Street. Bristol use 4BR QQ Q9
Tel: (0272) 633895 I5 g?
Part of The Urban Centre for Appropriate Technology



Labour's secret agent?

Is CND little more than a way'of.
doing the Labour Party's defence
campaigning for it, and stifling
the initiative of local groups?
BARRY MAXCOCK questions the wisdom
of nationally defined ”peace
campaigns" .

CND'S DIARY of events remains as crowded as éver.
On July 8 the Star Wars lobby of parliament took
place, and in the meanwhile Bruce Kent has been
completing his 500 mile walk from the Faslane nuclear
submarine base to the Burghfield bomb factory near
Reading. Bruce's 'Long March' is a fund—raising
exercise (one third of the money goes to War on
Want), but is primarily intended to "grab media
paptentiOn” (as stated in CND’S spring report)L
li’r‘ésiomably with regard to the Brit-151‘ Bomb: he is
travelling the route'taken by the Polaris warhead
convoy. There is no respite for tired activists
when these events are over _ preparations are already
well advanced for CND’s Autumn demo. This will take
the form of a mass trespass at Coulport near Glasgow
on October 4th, in order to "reclaim" military land
where the bunkers for Trident are being built.

Options for next year's "Spring Demo" are already
being considered, and plans will be finalised in the
autumn; so the whole process trundles on in a well—
established fashion. What is rarely questioned is
the oddity of their method of campaigning, of
organising the year round "mass actions" and "media
events" which take place in a complete vacuum,
unprompted by the needs of campaigning groups or the
current political context. The importance of the
next general election, though, is continually
stressed — though this event has been "looming” ever
since the last general election! Ideally, campaigns
should grow "organically", as it were, from group and
individual initiatives; DOW‘WG have a situation where
the next four—month "Epic" (Extended Public Infor—
mation Campaign) has been decided upon, but no one has
yet thought of a theme to fill it!

The problem.with orchestrating events on a mass scale
and playing the media game lies in the fact that the
'state is being challenged where it is strongest, able
to manipulate the media and distort any "subversive"
message.
isation, and a 30—seccnd slot of the demonstration on
Newsnight just before the bit about Charles and Di
seems a poor reward for many months of work and _
preparation. This is the world of slogans and stereo—
types, presentation and image — hence the necessity
of promoting Bruce Kent as a celebrity and media star,

There is also the vexed question of trivial—_

the acceptable face of CND, though he has long since
stepped down as General Secretary. On this level too
CND's resources are meagre indeed alongside those of
the nuclear state, and the campaign is open_to
disruption by rightawing pro—nuclear groups such as
the Coalition for Peace through Security, who really
are adept at "grabbing media attention" and sharing
this brief moment in the limelight with OMB. Though
the message does reach millions of peeple in this way,
it does so in a fragmented and confusing manner.

It is true that members do get involved, some for the
first time, through these large—scale events, which
are also justified in terms of "morale—boosting",
giving groups something to do, prodding into.life
the ”inactive members". This immediately sets up a
false distinction between an active leadership and
the passive lumpen mass of members ”out there"
awaiting orders and ideas. Certainly when CND
demonstrates its strength by mere counting of heads
and plays the numbers game, people will only end up
feeling like mere numbers — hardly an empowering
experience. And there is a problem too with NVDA
(Nonviolent Direct Action) on this sort of mass
scale — as at Molesworth last February and now at
Coulport: these actions are thoroughly publicised and
planned long in advance, thus ensuring that the
authorities, deploying all their resources, will
retain the initiative and remain in control. A handful
of people unpredictably and without warning cutting the
wire and entering a base can often have a far greater
impact, as the Greenham women have shown.

But the "strength" of the peace movement surely lies
in its variety and diversity, and in its thousands of
small groups: there is practically a peace group in
every village. Consider a different kind of campaign“
ing, one based on the small groups, with their roots
in the local communities: they establish contact with
people (and potential new members) through door—to—
docr canvassing, leafletting, local newsletters,
stalls and fundraising events, they organise talks,
meetings, videos, work through the schools and
churches and in the workplace, and make links with
other campaigning groups. This sort of interaction
and dialogue establishes continuity and prevents
stereotyping — and on this level those shadowy right—
wing anti—0ND organisations do not exist. There is
nothing more threatening however than for thousands of
demonstrators to descend.on a community for a day, and
as rapidly to depart, which must have been an
alienating experience for the villagers round
Molseworth, for instance.

Ideally, different types of campaigning should
complement and reinforce each other. In practice
however work on "national" events cuts across local
campaigning, crowds it out and pushes it down the
agenda, leaving little scope for creative energies.
There is this rueful comment in a recent CND report:
FOur timetable is so full of events that it does not
allow any flexibility." And there is also a warning

(Continued on page 15)
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Greens in
affluent
Sweden
N0. NOT A scene from a Bergman
film, but an anti—nuclear power
demonstrator outside the Barseback
nuclear power station in southern
Sweden. Not surprisingly, this is
the issue currently most concerning
the green movement in Sweden, the
country which first "noticed" the
.fallout from Chernobyl, and one
which has been very seriously.
affected by it.

As it happens, the roots of the
Swedish greens are firmly planted-
in the soil of opposition to
-nuclear power. Sweden has the
highest number of nuclear power
stations, in relation to its popu—
lation, in the world. In 1976 the
"Environmental Alliance" (MiljB—
fBrbundet) was formed,. largely. to
unite opposition to nuclear power.
As GL readers will doubtless recall
they succeeded in getting a refer—
endum on the'subject, which was
held in 1980. .Not surprisingly
however, the politicians who were
in favour of nuclear power managed

to influence the form of the
‘questions asked in the referendum,
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so the electors were faced with
three choices, none of which was
the immediate shutting—down of
nuclear power stations. In the
ensuing confusion the result was of
course ambiguous, and has been
interpreted by subsequent governs
ments to suit themselves. At the
moment the official plan is_for
Sweden to have.got rid of all her
nuclear generating capacity by the
year 2010.

'

Partly out of disgust with the
behaviour of the Social Democratic
party and of Folkpartiet (sort of
Liberal) over this referendum, some
of the people who had been active
in.Milj6f8rbundet, in 1981 founded
Miliartiet, the Swedish Green
Party. Per Gahrton, for example,
who was a Folkparti.member of parli—
ament from 1976—79, resigned his
seat over this issue, was a founder
member of Miljdpartiet, and is now
its representative to the European
Greens.

Despite this 'single—issue' back?
ground, Miliartiet has evolved
policies on all aspects of life and
is, as far as I can see, theroughly
green rather than merely environs
.mental. The party has about 5000
members (the population of Sweden
is about 8%m). It has a weekly
newspaper (state subsidised, so, in
accordance with the newspaper law,
obliged to contain—a good deal of
general journalistic content, not
just internal party material).

Although Sweden.has a system of PR,
Miljdpartiet failed to get into
parliament in the general election
of September 1985. The barrier
stands at 4% and they polled only
2. 2%. The problem is, I think,
partly the same as one that afflicts
the Green Party in the UK: Sweden
has a very old parliamentary demo—
cracy — and party loyalty, parti—
cularly to the Social Democrats, is
very strong. In opinion polls over
20% of the people said they were
thinking about voting Green; clearly
most of them thought again. The
party does have representatives in
local government, especially at the
"lower? levels: i.e. it is much
more successful on small town
councils, where members have been
re—elected and on whiCh green
representation has indeed been
increased, than it is on county
councils. Will the preSent worry
about fallout be converted into
votes for Miliartiet? We shall
have to wait until 1988 to find
out — when the next elections are
due to tame place.

In the meantime, surely the Swedish
green movement in general must gain

support from having been.proved
right on one question? Fe.should
not forget that Sweden is still a
very affluent country in.thicb.it
is possible to ignore problems of
environmental degradation and the
-economic and social crises in the
rest of the world (even the acid
lakes still look.beantiful, in fact
more beautiful, because being dead
they are absolutely clear). very
few people have as yet been.forced ‘

into an alternative lifestyle in
_Sweden by economic circumstances;
those who do lead a life less
wasteful of resources do so out of
choice. And this is what the
Swedish greens are asking their
compatriots to do; to give up a lot
of their affluence, out of solidar—
ity with the poor countries,
solidarity with other species, with
nature and, above all, with the
future. What is happening now
should provide support for their
arguments. ‘What use is."the highest
standard of living in the world"
when you dare not eat fresh vege—
tables, and children cannot play
outdoors, for fear of radioactive
contamination?

Sue Miles
J

"Green International" is edited by
Leigh ShaweTaylor.

F25
1

News 111. brief
GREEN cars and Lesbians are
welcome at a meeting organised for
Wed Aug 27 at 7.30 p m in the
London Lesbian and Gay Centre,
67-69 Cowcross Street, London E01
(nearest tube Faringdon). The
meeting is.organised by the Lesbian
and Gay Green Group: Jonathon
Ibrritt will be speaking on_the
subject of "Human Relationships in
a Green Society".

GREEN LONDON is a possible name for
a new London green magazine, so far
the brainchild of Peter Cadogan who
says,-WA movement is built round a ’

paper.? If you're interested in
getting this important venture on
the road, contact him on 01—328
3709.

ULSTER ECOLOGY'Party is holding a
Green Gathering over the weekend of
August 15—17. Bring what you
expect to find. Map for a SAE to
99 Prospect Road” Ibrtstewart.

MILTON KEENES Festival of Peace
takes place Aug 9/10 at the Deace
‘PagOda, the'Willen Lake Mini—bowl
and surrounding parkland. Info:
0908 312843 (day)/66262O (eve).-
A.GROUP of greens in Basildon,
Essex, are organising a Civil Rights
Action Group which will investigate
and campaign particularly on local
housing issues. Contact is Peter
wakeham, 41 Carlyle Road, Manor
Park, London E12.



Scientists
say No to
SDI,cash
RECENTLY MORE than 80 Oxford sciena
tists signed a pledge refusing to
have anything to do with the
Strategic.Defence Initiative (the
so—called Star Wars programme).
The pledge states that:

"We believe that the Star Wars
programme is technically dubious.
An anti-ballistic defence system of
sufficient reliability to defend
populations against a first strike
is not technically feasible in the
foreseeable future. A system of
more limited capability will only
serve to escalate the arms race by
encouraging the development of both
additional offensive overkill and
an all—out competition in anti—
ballistic missile weapons. The
programme is already making arms
control negotiations more difficult
than before.

‘"Accordingly, as working scientists,
we will not apply for or accept
support from the Strategic Defence
Initiative Organisation. We en~
courage other scientists and tech-
nical personnel to join us ina
,iféfusing to co—operate with this
deeply misguided and enormously
expensive programme."

Hepefully this sort of non—
co—operation by scientists, looking
at the political implications of
what they are doing, will help to
undermine SDI. However, the myth
of pure disinterested research
still prevails in many quarters, as
the information officer from Culham
Laboratory (which has been offered
nearly £3m for SDI research) has
confirmed: he has stated that ”we
are doing the underlying research
for the Neutral Particle Beam and
it will be up to the American
scientists how they use this
research. But ultimately these
beams could be used to hit an
incoming missile."

This is either really naive, or an
example of the wey‘scientists quite
openly help to promote State Terror.
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We make Japanese style mattresses. (single. double.
king size. cot size). cushions, pillows, yoga/massage!
shialsu mats. lo individual orders. All 100% cotton. range
of colours. Pine bases.
Deliveries arranged. Compezilive prices.

reenPeute news
IT IS many weeks now since the US
bombing of Libya, and already the
event has faded into "history". It
is not at all clear whether it has
brought about any lasting political
repercussions: a loss of confidence
in the US military presence in this
country, for example, may be quite
short-lived.

Many peeple, however, experienced
for the first time, through their
whole being, the fragility of this
frightening and uneasy nuclear
stalemate. It was an example of

Libyan bombing: how did you feel?
how the fear that is usually pushed
into the background.of our lives
suddenly becomes tangible and over—
whelming. Those who lived through
the Cuban missile crisis of 1962
experienced a similar shock during
those few days when the two super-
powers came into direct confronta—
tion.

If anyone wishes to write to GL
about their feelings and experiences
of the time of the Libyan bombing,
please send your contributions to
Barry Maycoak, 19 Walton Well Road,
Oxford.

Peace actions
PORTON DOWN SUMMER PEACE CAMP
Fri Aug 1 - On the 82nd anni—
Mon Aug 4 versary of the First

- World War when chemi—
cal weapons were first used, the
Peace Pledge Union is arranging a
camp outside the MOD Research Estab—
lishment at Porton Down, and will
engage in various actions in nearby
Salisbury. This protest seeks to
draw attention not only to chemical
and biological weapons, but also to
challenge the attitudes which make
such places possible. Please contact
the PPU at 6 Endsleigh Street,
London WClH ODX (01~387 5501) if you
want to come to the camp or can help
publicise it.

GREEN ACTION: TAKE BACK THE LAND
People are urged to
gather at Faslane Peace

Camp on August 6 to be part of a
vigil in remembrance of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki; and also to plan and
prepare for a week of action to
reclaim land at Coulport which the
MOD have taken over for the building
of bunkers for Trident submarines.

Aug 9 — 16

NAGASAKI DAY: WCMEIN'S ACTION

Aug 9
To mark the day 41 years
ago when a nuclear bomb was

drOpped on Nagasaki, women will be
nonviolently reclaiming land at
sites linked by a chain of destruc—
tion — researching, producing,

» reconditioning, storing, deploying
and using nuclear weapons. On Fri
August 8 there will be a-gathering
at Greenham, and actions at various
bases and local military establish~
ments. '

RAF FYLINGDALES: PEACE CAMP

Organised by activists
Aug 9 — 30 in Yorkshire. Day'of
NVDA planned at the base on the
25th. More details from 10 Brook—
field Avenue, Harehills, Leeds 8
(Leeds 405348).

USAF UPPER HEYFORD OPEN DAI

Aug 16 Enter the base legally!

WOMEN'S CAMP: RAF LEEMING
‘ Women are asked to bring

Aug 16—24
a tent for themselves

and food for communal cooking.
Children welcome. Details from
Katherine or Nina on Leeds 405348.

’
IrPeace News” is edited by Barry
Maycock.

‘\

THE BUDDHIST PEACE FELLOWSHIP

BPF is working simultaneously for the lib-
eration of ''self" and "society". The viol-
ence we practise towards ourselves, other
people, animals, and the environment, is
rooted not only in the structure of our

mind, but also in the structure of our soc-
iety. In reality, the two cannot be sep-
arated. It is relatively easy to be an out—
and-out politico, or a contemplative cut
off from the main stream of social life;
what is most difficult is to be both active
and contemplative at the same time. And
yet, to sacrifice either the "inner" or the
"outer" is to lose the totality.

You don‘t have to be a card-carrying
Buddhist to work with BPF.
welcome fellow-travellers who use other

We also

~metaphors.

Send £1 for a sample copy of our mag-

azine "Down By The Riverside" to BPF,
“Gillette", Smarden, Ashford, Kent.
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After ChernObyl
MANY PEOPLE questioned why,
following the fateful day of April
25, CND organised no public events
of any consequence around Chernobyl.
The reasons may have been several:
0ND have been slow to concede that
nuclear power is inextricably tied
in to nuclear weapons; Chernobyl
came straight after Libya, when
there were impressive demonstrations
and all energy was temporarily spent
on.these;'we were all just too
stunned at the enormity of it to
get moving. ‘Perhaps also all the
campaigning agencies were too over-
whelmed with inquiries and phone
calls in the aftermath to be able
to do anything more than cope with
these. FOE certainly gave that
impression. It was difficult to
get a line through to them for a
week or two.

But now, in my own nook of the
woods at least (Nerth London),
there has recently been a spate of
meetings to rally the cause. FoE,
SERA, Green Party, CND, ALARM and
the Labour Party have been active
and now have the Opportunity to
concert over campaigns. What form
these take remains to be seen —
letters to MP3, lobbying of
councils, tadkling the rail unions
.over transport of waste, demonstra-
tions, petitions and NVDA. A number
of London boroughs are tokenly
"Nuclear Free Zones”, the most
conspicuous of these, however, with
waste trains trundling through them
regularly at night.

What has been stressed at the public
meetings is that Chernbyl must not
be allowed to recede into the back
of public consciousness. The
nuclear industry has taken a massive
and it is an opportunity that has
to be seized. If the disaster of
Challenger will help to discredit
Star wars technology, then the
investigations into Chernobyl are
revealing the monstrous deceit of
the whole nuclear Babel worldwide.

‘The Observer' correspondents have
jumped instantly into the debate
with an impressive array of
statistics and arguments about
"The-Worst Accident in the Werld",
depicting Chernobyl as "the end of
the-nuclear dream”. All campaigners
would do well to get hold of a copy
and read it. They depict, in the
book by that title, the awful
history of nuclear power, not just
in the West but also the parallels

'

in the East, with their own brand
of nuclear technocrat, the "Red
Specialists". They also narrate
how the accident occurred, the slow
discovery and leak 01 information,
and the journeyings of the "cloud"
over Europe.
These implications are of course
very frightening. Take the
consequences of the cloud:
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Five suCcessive "waves" of death
are catalogued in an early chapter
on the dangers of radioactivity —
those who die from high levels of
radiation.instantly; those who
suffer from lower levels but who
die from gastro—intestinal damage
in the week or two following
exposure; those whose bone marrow
is_affected in the months after;
those in whom leukaemia or cancer
will be detected in the immediate
years after exposure; and finally
the long—term cancer deaths about
whiCh little statistically is known.‘ sflaumnn
The experience from Hiroshima_is
deeply depressing. Today, more
than_40 years after, people are
still developing cancers and the
excess risk.among survivors is still
increasing. So on that basis
Chernobyl will Still be killing
peeple 40 years from now, in the
year 2026.‘ And another, more
alarming possibility, referred to
in this book, is that the safety
levels of radiation, based on the
Hiroshima experience, may'have been
set far too high. It is currently
being suggested that people now
dying of cancer in Japan received

'hitherto been believed.
only half as much radiation.as has

And radio—
biologists assert that no alowance
has been made for the fact that
some people are far more sensitive
than others. Nor for the further
possibility that radiation causes
cancers that do not necessarily
kill, and therefore here not been
included in the statistics. To take
these considerations into account
would imply a tightening of
radiation standards by a factor of

at least ten.

The nuclear industry has of course
massive resources at its disposal
for a counter—Chernobyl propaganda
campaign, and time may help it in
that respect. But Chernobyl has
happened, and 1g the antienuclear,
pro——soft energy.groups take up the
cause in earnest it could prove to
be a momentous waterShed in the
history of the modern energy
industry, to say nothing of the
multiple spineoffs. As Rosalie
Bertell pointed out in a recent
interview in.’New Socialist',’ "If
you wipe out the commercial nuclear
industry, the military nuclear
industry could not survive." This,
as everyone would agree, would leave
the door wide open. It's really up

to us.

Tony Cartwright
** ”The Worst Accident in the World",
The Observer. ‘Pan Books, £2.95.

Schumacher

Tickets

Lectures 1986
Jose Lutzenbergcr from Brazil

. - Raz’nforesrs as a SourCe of Life
Rudolf Bahro from West Germany' Beyond Industrial Madness
Joanna Macy fromthe United States

Fan/1 and Ecology

Three Great Lecturers all at the
1986 Schumachcr Lectures
A Green Future

11th OctOber, 1986 llarn to 6pm' Bristol University Union, Queens Road,
BriStol.

J£6from: Schumacher Society,
Ford House, Hartland, Bideford, Devon

i or telephone 023 74 293



Problems with paper bricks
AROUND THIS time some of us may be
thinking about pressing out a
supply of waste paper bricks for
burning on the fire/stove this
winter. However, according to some
research done by the Unit for the
Development of Alternative Products
at Lanchester Polytechnic (Coventry)
bricks pressed from printed paper
have a bad side to them...

Although paper bricks have a
calorific value comparable with
mixed logs and compare well with
coal in terms of fuel cost per kwh,
and of course they (ree)use waste
materials, there is a snag with the
inks.

Apparently the printing industry
uses the cheapest stuff available
for ink and some ingredients are

quite dubious, producing toxic
emissions when burnt. Some inks
could also make handling the soaking
mixture before pressing a bit
unhealthy, although there is
supposed to be an additive in
existence that can be put in the
mixture to make it medically safe.

Smoke emissions for paper bricks
are also a problem. According to
experiments done by the Warren
Springs Laboratory for UDAP, smoke
emissions from the bricks is higher
than the maximum level allowed for
smokeless zones under clean air act.
UDAP had h0ped to develop the‘
technology whereby co-ops etc. could ‘
turn out recycled paper bricks for
sale, but have now abandoned the
project.

Additive3 guide
THE WALES Green Party has published
a booklet, IFood Additives: a
practical guide', which looks at

in iaafiflitives'and the proceSSed food.
industry. _ .

According to the booklet there are
now over 4000 additives in food,
alcoholic drinks, medicines and
vitamin pills, of which only 300
are regulated in Britain and less
than 200 have an."E~number". (The
number is increasing, and the
average Briton may consume between
3kg and 7kg of additives a year
(children may consume morel).
The booklet covers the food industry
the rather uninformative E—nnmber
'system, and safety testing (descri—
bed as "terribly inadequate"). Also
covered are the health risks from
many additives and from toxic
chemicals used elsewhere in our
lives — and nutritional value of
foods. According to the authors,
"Only a third of what the average
British person eats is good for
them. The other two thirds is made
up of things that actually do harm."

Suggestions are made as to what
governments should do, and the
reader is encouraged to become
conscious of the nutritional value
of his/her food and to move away
from unhealthy processed foods
towards healthier, less procesSed
foods. Finally there is a list of
the E—nnmbered additives with
indications of their posSible health
problems.

‘ ”Living Green" is edited by
Graham Hooper.

All in all this is a thoroughly
uSeful booklet, quicker and cheaper
reading than the classic "E for
Additives" and less bulky to carry
round the shops. '

** 30p plus postage from wales
Green Party, 90 Gorwydd Road,
Swansea SA4 BAN, or from a green
bookshop near you.

Wind mag.
For those interested in providing
their own power from the wind
there is a new small magazine
‘Wind Power Forum'. Issue 1 came
out in.March/April and contains

mainly practical information, with
articles on windpower basics, .
building a Cretan—type windmill,
and erecting wind—generator towers.
Issue 2 was expected to follow
around the end of July, with further
information about building a Cretan
windmill, alternators-and more.
** The mag costs 30p an issue (plus
SAE) or £1.50 a year, and articles
from interested folk.are welcome.
Wind Power Forum, 12 Liquorpond
Street, Boston, Lines.

Re'cycled ribbons
GOOD NEWS for folk'with word
processors, or computers with
printers. A company, name of
Aladdink, has sprung up which
re—inks those expensive ribbon
cassettes which are normally thrown
away.

According to their press release,
Aladdink will re—ink used cassettes
and even re~used re—inked cassettes
for a third of their original
purchase price. -
** Aladdink, 4 Hurker Crescent,
Eyemouth, Berwidkshire TD14 SAP.

» %Q.. «r M3

Recipe
Celery and Apple Pie
Soak 3 oz sunflower seeds for 24 hrs
in warm water. 'Put 6 oz chopped
celery, 6 oz sliced potato and 6 oz
sliced apples in a.pie dish,
sprinkling layers with sunflower
seeds. Mix 1 teaspoon Barmene (or
other yeast extract) with a % pt
of stock and 1 tbsp oil. ‘Pour over
mixture. Top with slices of
potato; brush with oil. Bake 1—1%
hours at 150°C.
(From 'Sustaining and Sustainable‘,
Kathleen Jannaway, Movement for
Compassionate Living, 1986).
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SEPTEMBER 5 to 8 “‘CSE

BRIGHTUH QRT CELLEGE

A conference to explore the wholieti: dimensions of adult, youth and
child education,

Contributors in: ode:13ir George Trevalvau, Guy Dauncey, Findhorn Education
Benartment, .he Open University, Steiner Schools, plus many others.

Can be attended on a ons,tmmn three or four day basis

Information and leaflet:

The Mediating Network:
1Q Bramhev Court
Eaton Gardens
Hove, Sussex
EH3 3T3

i Tal,02?3 72335:
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WHWLEFDS:
The politics of supply

'The links between wholefoods andfi'"
Third WOrId exploitation are being
made with increasing frequency;
STEVE MINARD works in a whOlefood
co—op, and here shares his
concerns about the present situation
along with some possible lines of
action.

AS A VEGAN and a member of a wholefood cooperative,
II often find myself in the position of having to
explain the realities of this link and my own position
on the Subject. I welcome this opportunity to
explain my position (and probably that of many others
in the same situation) and hope that my suggestions
-for action/campaigning will be of use.

i

.I think it is important to have a clear picture of
Ithe extent of the link we are to discuss. I feel
that people who address the question of wholefoods/
exploitation to wholefood shops in particular, but
also to vegans, are unaware of the real situation.
I can only relate the situation in the company I work
in, but since almost all co—ops use the same import/
distribution network, it will be much the same
throughout the country.

t Rice: or the 6 types we sell, 4 come from
Italy, one from Pakistan and one from Australia.

+ Pulses: the common ones — soya, red beans, butter
and haricot beans — come from the USA, flageolets
from France, black and adzuki beans from China,
mung beans from Australia, red and brown lentils'
and chick peas from Turkey, green lentils from
Canada, field beans, split peas and broad beans
from the UK.

+ NUts and Seeds: almonds — USA; chestnuts —
Spain; hazelnuts — Turkey; walnuts — India;
brazil nuts — Brazil; peanuts — China / USA;
cashews — India; sunflower and sesame seeds —

USA.

+ Fruit: apricots, figs — Turkey; sultanas,
raisins, currents — Greece; dates — Iraq; lexia
raisins — Australia; prunes — USA.

+ Cereals: all but a fraction of our grains,
flakes and bread flours come from Britain.

The abobe basic ingredients we sell in our shop,

-and the exploitation'will continue.

loose in bins or packed in bags. Our warehouse
distributes these by the sack to a number of
restaurants, shops, schools and hospitals throughout
the West Country. The abOve'account for some 35% of
our shop stock and perhaps 60% of our warehouse
stock. The rest of our stock comprises local dairy
produce, organic vegetables, pro-packs, herbs and so
on.

Now, out of the basic ingredients which we import,
and this is not the majority of our stock, what is
there to have second thoughts about? ‘Well, a small
amount of rice, some pulses, most of the nuts and a
lot of fruit. When I say "second thoughts" I mean
that I do feel guilty about dealing with Turkey,
Afghanistan, India, Pakistan, Iraq and Brazil, though
I feel it needs putting into perspective. The fruit
and nuts, pulses and rice which we are importing from
”underdeveloped" countries only represents 10 — 15%
of our total stock. They are "Cash crops", that I
do not dispute, but there are several "excuses” for
this.

(1) Britain could feed its population on.a healthy
diet using less than the Currently available agri—
cultural land if we were all vegans or vegetarians
or at least cut our meat consumption to a reasonable
level. At the moment Britain doesn't. Those of us
who choose to live healthily without animal exploi—
tation have to use some imported fond. I personally
use Nerth American and European imports rather than
the produce of the world's poor. In a more sustain»
able future pulses would be grown in abundance in
this country and we will have a varied home—grown
diet. We do notflyet.

(2) This follows from the first point. The imports
which supply the wholefood market are infinitely
-small compared to the imports which feed the meat
industry. As a vegan my diet is at least 10 times
less resource—dependent than a meat—based diet. The
point is that imported wholefoods are going straight.
into human bodies, not via animals.

(3) Walnuts, brazil nuts, hazelnuts and apricots
are all grown on trees. Having never been to their
countries of origin I cannot say what would happen
if those trees were chopped down, but I'm sure you
can imagine.

More home—grown-protein

The immediate "but" that will spring to people's
lips is that as the "veggie" market increases, the
decreasing meat market will free the imports to
feed ”veggies". Thus.the imports wi11_still be made

This is a ialse
perception for the following reasons:

(a) As the meat trade declines (and it undoubtedly
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already is — check the trade papers) it will free
land in this country for plant protein production.
No farmer, realising that the market for his/her beef
is vanishing, will leave the land unproductive, and
so will be forced by consumer demand to grow plant
foods. Government incentives/grants will be forced
to mirror this growing consumer/health demand. The
process has already started a witness the increase

Vipin the anti-foodemountain press.

(b) Even if plant protein was still imported the
efficiency of the vegetarian/vegan diet would mean
that perhaps 80-90%rof the present meat-directed
imports would be unnecessary. Gluts in the Third
World? Yes, they will cause world prices to drop,‘
but isn't it more likely that they will first bring
about the collapse of the export-orientated money
economies of the Third World countries? 7N0 exports,
economy in shambles — the cash crops would stay on
the farms and be eaten by the peasants for the first
.season, until the crop is replaced with more varied
plants for their own consumption. This is exactly
what has happened in Uganda., A simplistic rendering
of the case, perhaps, but we are already‘experiencing
the beginning of this.scenario.

Having warbled on at some length about the present
situation and the way things may develop, I feel I
should try and draw from this practical suggestions
for future work in this area. I shall deal with two
-approaches; personal, and social/economic.
The Personal Approach

Kathleen Jannaway, one—time secretary of the vegan
Society, has formed a new organisation called ”The
”Movement for Compassionate Living". The movement
preaches ”ecological veganism" and I would recommend
sending £3 to 47 Highlands Road, Leatherhead, Surrey
as a year's subscription to their newsletter, 'New
Leaves'. They also offer an excellent display,
'Food for All' (£1), and a recipe booklet 'Whole New
Ways‘ (60p) using only British ingredients.
In your own lifestyle, "think global”. I have a very
varied vegan diet based on North American, European
and British staple foods and aim to grow all my own
Zorganic vegetables on an allotment I rent from the
‘Council. We cannot preach alone, we must practice

What we preach. If'I had not adapted my diet in this
Eway and did not grow my own vegetables, what right
9would I have to talk about Third Wbrld eXploitation,
ecological farming, local production for local
consumption, and more recent concepts such as ”own
work”?

On a perSonal level revolutionise your lifestyle.

The Social/Economic Level

At this level we get on to campaigning. The first
and most obvious way of working is to educate friends
and relatives about your own revolutionary diet and
lifestyle in relation to Third World exploitation.
But don't step there. The 'Food for All' display
mentioned earlier is ideal for displaying in
libraries, local wholefood shops or in schools - so
get it, mount it, and display it with a local contact
address. -

At an economic level we can also have an effect.
Recently a wholefood co-Operative wholesale network
was set up. It is surprising what a big chunk of the
wholefood market co—ops control. The big names in
wholefood co—ops have met once or twice to discuss
co—ordinating distribution, increasing efficiency and
buying from producer co—operatives in other countriesp_
(fruit from Spain looks likely soon). This wholesale‘
network potentially has more 'influence' than
individual concerns and could feasibly be used as a
lobbying device to encourage home production of
wholefoods. - '

Co—ops are usually more receptive to public opinion
than ‘straight' shops, so there is good scope here

7

for educational work. Get to know the co-op workers
and gain their support. Find out which countries
their food comes from and encourage them to look for
alternatives. As a viable business they will not
just scrap their 10% Third World imports; but it is
possible to get walnuts from the USA, for example.
If you produce a free leaflet of recipes based on
Nbrth American / Eur0pean foodstuffs, and mention on
it that all the ingredients can be purchased at
'Sunset Wholefood Co—Op', then the workers at Sunset
will probably be only too pleased to distribute the
leaflet to customers. The aim all the time is
education in alternatives.

Britain can and will feed itself
on a balanced, healthy diet without
exploiting our brothers and sisters
in the South.

To conclude, I feel.that the wholefood/Third World
exploitation link is often exaggerated. At present
cash crop imports for the wholefood market are small
and the growing concern for healthy eating is not
indicative of increasing Third World exploitation to
satisfy this demand. There is no doubt whatsoever in
my mind that Britain can and will feed itself on a
healthy, balanced diet without exploiting our
brothers and sisters in the South. I look forward
to hearing the views of others.

i: This article first appeared in the June issue of
”Growing Concerns", the newsletter of the Green

Party's Agriculture,_Food, Forestry, Fishing and
Countryside Working Group. ”Growing Concerns” is
published quarterly, and is available for an.annual
subscription of £2 (cheques to B. Whitwell) from
3 Thorngarth Lane, Barrowa—on-Humber, S Humberside
DN19 TAN.
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The spreading spirit
TONEHENGE '86

As travelers, festival-goers, pagans
and others made their way toward
Stonehenge last month, court orders
and police tactics-meant that those
~who would have attended ceremonies
at the Stones on June 21 and held a
festival were split into several .
groups. STEVE HIERONYMOUS'was with
one of the groups as it sojourned
at Hanging Langford.

DESPITE THE detachments of police hindering passage
at both ends of the.lane and the obligatory air
displays from military planes and police and press
helicopters, the five days or so the festival waggon
train spent at Hanging Langford near wylye in
Wiltshire were happy ones. Good to be in one place
for more than one night, good to see that people were
persisting long enough down the road to get through
(hoping that those who got turned away would be
back), good to get a friendly response in the local
lanes, shops and pubs if not the local papers (VPray
against the hippies' urged one, ‘their celebration
is none of the Lord's' ~ 'Hang'em, flog'em' urges
localIMP).

A few bands played, notably Culture Shock from
Warminster, suitably energetic and rousing: one
thing nobody's mentioned is that the free festivals,
as well as having their traditional favourite bands
(Hawkwind turned up, so the story goes, but weren't
allowed anywhere near the place with_all their
equipment) also previde the opportunity for little—
known groups to play in front of half—a—dozen or
several thousand people, whichever is suitable,
spreading reputations far faster than the pub/club
circuit. Cutting that off is strangling one aspect
of 'alternative' culture with possibly serious
results...

Anyway, I'm digressing. It seemed a pity to leave
the place on Friday, but they had rushed the eviction
papers rather quicker than usual, and it did seem
foolish to waste energy contesting a strip of land by
a fish farm when it wasn't there we wanted to be
anyway but Stonehenge. So we tidied the site up to
demonstrate that_we weren't the dirty degenerates of
popular imagination and left all together, waving
goodbye to the villagers, the cameras and a posse of
evangelical Christians who had last been seen

performing peculiar rituals and Hebrew incantations
on the fringes of the site. 'We left together, not
because convoys are the only way to travel, but
because there were obviously informers of one shade
or another amongst us and it would have been a Shame
if the police had got to our new site before us.

When we eventually pull out onto the A36 (the police
kept us hanging around for ages for traffic—control
excuses, it seems more likely with hindsight that we
simply weren't fitting in with their timetable) our
little line of 40 or 50 vehicles feels quite good,
but is dwarfed somewhat by the regular convoys of
overloaded lorries and idiots with caravans that our
road system is dedicated to (I've never seen a
caravanner arrested for obstruction, though)... But
we're proceeding at a good enough pace, all the
vehicles are quite roadworthy, no breakdowns,
everything's going great until we hit a stretch of
dual carriageway (convenient, eh?) just before the
junction with the A303 — at this point'we’re at least
9 miles from the stones, going in the opposite
direction even, not that this matters in the end —
when suddenly.the line of vehicles comes to a halt.
When we at the back of the line get out to find out
why, we find that the road is blocked by a line of
police and their vehicles.

'

A couple of senior officers do their 'reasonable'
act and explain that they want to split us up into
small groups, partly because we‘re a traffic hazard
(not that holding us bask and letting us through in
dribs and drabs wouldn't disrupt the traffic even
more) but mostly because the sight of large numbers
of vehicles travelling together apparently fills the
gentle villagers of Wiltshire with fear. 'Presumably
the convoys of military vehicles they are subjected
to every day fill them with a deep and lasting sense
of peace and security. These officers also outline
again the conditions for attendance at the Stones at
dawn, contained in a letter from Donald Smith, Chief
Constable of Wiltshire, that had been delivered to
the site that morning (overturning the more sensible
and amicable arrangements that some old negotiating
hands had come to with him the day before).

Just for the record, the new proposals contained
clauses specifying that only 300 people, in groups
of TOO, were to be allowed in the area3'we would
have to hire coaches from agreed firms, not use our
own transport; only 45 minutes was to be allocated
for some sort of ceremony before the next shift of
sun worshippers was admitted (presumably the powers
that be would be able to arrange three sunrises for
us); and finally that the peeple who had been
camping at Hanging Langford were specifically
excluded from these arrangements.

'

We milled around for a few minutes, discussing what
to do, agreeing these proposals were ludicrous,
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when lines of police started advancing from both
sides. We realised that they had.already made up'
Itheir minds and were arresting people, starting with
@drivers sitting in their vehicles and those at the
'very back of the line who didn’t even know what was
going on. Some ran off over the fields and escaped
altogether, I hear. Many of us returned to our vans
and tried to make a get—away that way — again a few
managed it, most of whom were picked up later — but
most of us were blocked in by lines of police (27
vans, 2 ceaches, police from 7 counties — 7 countries
according to the Western Daily Pressl)..a enough of
them that there was one each for the BOO—odd of us
that were arrested in about 45-minutes, with plenty
left over to be on the safe side... all of us
charged with obstructing the highway (stopping for
a police roadblock) and obstructing a police officer
in the course of his duty (funny that most of them
were no trouble at all...).

The next 24 hours were extremely boring — queuing for
hours in Devizes Police Driving School and their gym,
denied the telephone and access to a solicitor of
course; then spread around most of the nicks in the
south-west, as far.north as Gloucester, as far south
as Portsmouth; put in cells in the late/early hours _
of the solstice morning, then hanging around in
coaches hidden out of the'way behind public buildings
in Salisbury, in the blazing sun, many people hand—-
cuffed all day, until the courts could deal with the
bail hearings.

Best bit was to find everyone in the market square in
Salisbury, spirits running high, singing, dancing,
drinking, smoking, the second time in a week the
citizens had been treated to a festival in the city
centre... In fact, apart from a few bleak and
exhausted hours late the night before, the spirit of
the free festivals remained high in most of us, they

. may have stepped the event, but they can't kill the
spirit of it... even the cops were admitting it was a
’farce, the police/prisoners game they were trying to
set up didn't work in the slightest... in fact the
ionly part of the game that had worked their way'was
Tthat we‘d all walked blithely into what we later
frealised had been a setaup all along, and that by
iarresting 300 at one sweep they'd saved themselves a
glot of trouble later on, so many fewer people to deal
§with in the crucial early hours of the morning...

EAbout 150 got to the Stones that night, mostly in
gsmall groups, though the escapees from the mass arrest
fhad remained in a group of about 60... there were
irumours of-mOre mass arrests at the one—mile limit for

.A lot of peeple had their resolve
strengthened by seeing just how
faceless and stupid the state is
'when faced with something it just
doesn't have room for.

walkers set out in the police's original declaration
«of war, but I haven't met anyone who can corroborate .
that or was at the scene... anyway the lucky 150 had
a nice sunrise, so they tell me, from the deeply
significant vantage—point of the triangle between the
roads and the fences around the stones; the so—called
_'Druids' did whatever it is they think they're doing
on the same place; and the crowd of pressmen hung
around for a while, not knowing what they were looking
for, before retreating to their hotel bars to file
whatever it was the police issued as the true account
'of the proceedings as their on—the—spot report.

As well as the inevitable helicopter and riot gear,
I hear that the police at the Stones were actually
armed, with hand guns and semi—automatics, in case
anyone was struck by a pagan berserker frenzy,
perhaps... as for our promised reinforcements from
‘Pilton, they were apparently neatly prevented from
leaving the festival site there at all, on various
police pretexts at the gates.

It probably counts as a successful police Operation,
certainly even more costly than last year, but they
stepped many hundreds from enjoying the sunshine for
a while, prevented any dangerous mass magic at the
Stones (??), and had a lot more practice at their
Civil Defence tactics for dealing with mobile groups
of dissatisfied citizenry. The.incidental damage to
freedom of movement, police credibility, and the fun
they're going to have explaining how they came to _
arrest 300 people on the flimsiest of excuses,
presumably don't come into that calculation. I‘m
amazed at how little they understand, individually
or collectively. How surprised their carefully—
briefed officers were to learn that all of us

‘

actually live in houses; some of us even have jobs;
and we didn't spend our time naked, out of our
brains and rolling in shit.

I also suspect that local support from those in
Wiltshire that actually came-in contact with us has
multiplied considerably.

Lastly, they don't understand that they're not going
to step the festival, that we'll be back next year
despite whatever extra powers the Iuhlic Order Act
is going to give them. In fact if there isn't going
to be a Glastonbury Festival next year we'll be back
in much greater strength.o. start planning now! All
that happened this year was that the festival spirit
got spread further afield than just the Stonehenge
area, and a lot of people had their resolve _
strengthened by seeing just how faceless and stupid
the state is when faced with something it just
doesn't have room for...

'

That's enough. I could go on all night...
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‘
Turning I to God

”writing in Green Line two
months ago, Tina Pye
recommended a return to
iPagan'values. She claimed
-that the established church-
is too dogmatic and'
entrenched in materialist
society. GRAHNM‘WROE’
believes that'While her
criticism of the Church
may be justified, it does
not mean to say that the
Gospel it preaches is
luntrue.

BISHOP“DESMOND TUTU once said that in the early'
Church people-were attracted to it not so much by the
preaching but by the fact that they saw Christians as
a community living a new life as if what God had done
'was important and had made a difference. As the
first Christians were converted we read that they had
everything in common. They sold their possessions
and goods, and gave to anyone who had.need.

Today many churches are rediscovering the importance
of living as-a community, from the inner city
Sheffield church where I worship to the Sojourners
Community in Washington DC. Throughout the churches
of Britain there is a growing concern to see the
teachings of Christ effectively applied to the
Idesperate needs of our society and the world.
.Christians of widely differing backgrounds share a
'common desire to express their faiths in practical
ipublic terms as well as personal terms. They wish to
address issues such as the arms race, exploitation of
the Third World, race relations, inner city depri—
vation and international justice.

Many biblical ideas have encouraged me to become
active within the Green movement.

In the Old Testament we find what must be one of the
most radical Community Ground Rent schemes! "The
land must not be sold permanently because the land is
mine and you are but aliens and my tenants" (Leviti—
cus 25:23). So it is a biblical principle that land

is a common heritage and must be cared for on behalf
of the community and future generations.

Christ teaches that we should love our enemies and
turn the other cheek. What better argument for
disarmament and an end to the arms trade? Jesus says
we can't serve both God and money, and that we should
seek his kingdom without worrying about our material
needs. What higher authority do we need to consult
to step clamouring for economic growth and the
politics of more and more? God seeks justice for the
poor and oppresSed. So why not a New International
Economic Order and policies that offer peeple an
escape from poverty and exploitation? God saw that
creation was good. So why do we persist in the
destruction of the planet and the exploitation of its
creatures? ‘

I do not believe these problems can be solved simply
by the right policies and politics. At the heart of

'

the problem is the nature of humankind. However
hard we try as people to improve ourselves, we still
remain imperfect. Christians call this sin. There
is both personal sin and corporate sin. Wrongdoing
by individuals and by organisations/companies/
nations. ‘We need to turn from Our wrongdoing, admit
our faults to God and ask for forgiveness.

We need to turn, both as individuals and as a
society, from self to others, from violence to
peace, from consumption to conservation and from
unbelief to faith. God wants to forgive and mould
us to become more like Jesus.

Tina talks of the true Pagan sacrifices, those of
energy, money and time. The Christian believes that
the ultimate sacrifice has already occurred. Jesus
Christ, the son cf God, died on a cross to save us
from our sins. We cannot earn forgiveness by our own
good works, but we can trust in the loving and
forgiving nature of God. This deesn't mean to say
that we can sit back and wait for the end of the
'world. A Christian has a responsibility to live a
life of service to humankind following the exanple
of Jesus.

Many Christians are now coming to realise the
relevance of biblical teaching to our own lifestyles
and politics. Richard Foster challenges Christians
to live a simple lifestyle. "Christian simplicity
is not just a faddish attempt to respond to the
ecological holocaust that threatens to engulf us, nor
is it born out of frustration with technocratic
obesity. It is a call to every Christian. ‘The
witness to simplicity is profoundly rooted in the
biblical tradition and most perfectly exemplified in
the life of Jesus Christ." ('Freedom of Simplicity‘,
Triangle/SPCK 1981).

And Jim Wallis calls for a radical new way of life:

Jesus calls these who would follow him to a life
that completely undermines the values and structure
of this world and opens up possibilities of a new
one. The way of JeSus overturns the assumptions
of right, left and middle and presents a genuinely
new option.for both our personal and political
lives. It calls for a new life lived for God, for
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: ”Nothing stands
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SANDRA.looks at the close
affinities between Buddhism
and the Green philosophy.

IT IS neither surprising nor difficult to find
comparisons between conservation, ecology and
Buddhism. -

The Green movement believes in harmony, peace and
life. The acceptancehof life other than the human
race. It is a basic and simple idea: it is also
'Iogical and commonsense. When we understand certain
ideas and arguments put forward by the "green" groups
it is easy to see the strong line of commonsense and
logic running through. Their ideas speak of such
basics as peace, harmony, the air, the scil, the
water, and nature — who is after all the first and
best farmer providing us with all the essential
ingredients we need (such as the soil, sun, air and
water) without whiCh there would be no life on Earth.

The Buddhist belief is built on logic also. It is
simple, uncluttered and free from rituals and myster—
ious ceremonies. It deals with life, the suffering
that every conscious being undergoes, what causes
that suffering and the way to st0p it. What could
be more simple than that? Like the Green movement
it too has been looked on with scepticism, doubt and
disbelief. Because it is so simple people think there
must be more to it somewhere, some hidden message
lurking under the.surface. Likewise are not the ideas
of the Green movement frowned upon by many? As if to
save the planet and the life on it was not a message
enough, but really a cover for something more
sinister!

May

May is particularly significant to all concerned.
It marks the beginning of the Buddhist year. It is
the month in which the Buddha_was born, it was on the
night of the full moon in May that he reached enligh—
tenment, and it was also in that month, at the age of
80, when he died. After his death the Buddhist
calendar started at year 1, so 1986 is 2529. May
sees the biggest celebration in the Buddhist year,
the first since winter. IEnlightenment can be seen as
a new life born to the Buddha in May.

,superior to others.

The Three Evils

One of the most profound sayings of the Buddha was
'that "the world is burning with three evils; greed,
hatred and delusion." Buddhists believe these are
the cause for all the suffering in the world. Every-
thing can be traced back to one or more than one of
these. This is applied not only to a personal scale
but to large nationwide problems. Take nuclear arms
for instance. Is there not an element of greed
behind them? The desire to be a powerful and feared
leader. An element of hatred?' Surely such weapons
are pointed only at a civilisation we wish to
destroy. They are not sent off with a message of
goodwill! And the element of delusion? If leaders
were content with the status quo would the need for
such weapons arise? Isn't_it true that some people
think peace is not possible without "defensive
weapons"? They feel peace is not possible without
weapons and that peace itself is a delusion. It is
inconceivable for a Buddhist to belieVe in their
necessity. Can there be a conservationist who
believes that their presence or what they could do
harmonises with nature? One of the best-known aspects
of the Buddhist faith is peace; one of the best—known
aspirations of the "green movement" is peace. All
seek harmony and peace and these are not possible if
greed, hatred and delusion are present.

The three evils are apparent too in the insatiable
hunger for land. With all too regular frequency
woodland, wetlands and other wild places are lost as
people build houses, roads etc. One reason at the
root of this Glamour s greed. Who stands to gain
from the sale? The landowner knows that more money
can be got by selling it than by keeping it as wood or
meadow. Once the land is sold the wildlife on it has
to move elsewhere or die. The creatures and plants
whose habitat it has been certainly gain nothing from .
the sale. Unlike humans who are able to move and still
survive, the majority of wildlife cannot. Even if the
animals and birds can find alternative homes (though
some species have specialised feeding requirements
and there may not be another suitable site for miles,
if at all), plants can't get up and move. Then, if
building is taking place on newly—acquired land, the
developer also makes a great deal — and is there not
an ego—boost in owning a new house, in being one of
the "privileged few" who can_afford a "luxury new
home in a highly sought—after area"?

Life

This element of selfishness or greed, hatred and
delusion affects the way we look at others, in this
case other life forms. The human race has adopted an
attitude of "what it wants it can.take" — that itS»
need is greater than theirs, and ultimately that its
life is superior to theirs. But is it? Is human life

One might now ask, ”Are you now
saying that an animal is equal to a human?” The
Buddhist would answer that by looking at the question
from a different angle. The answer would be, ”The
life in a flea is equal to the life in a human, and
life is as important to the flea as is life to a
human.”
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closely.
of blacks with whites, females with males, the simple
with the intelligent, the unemployed with the employed,
the poor with the rich, then they consider they are

notdoing too badly and to have an Open mind on the
subject of equality. But such peeple have not started
to touch the problem yet! When we talk about the
colour of skin, the sex, the wealth —_these are all
external features and only cover the people in the
world — the human race. What about the rest of life?
What is it that every living, conscious being needs
to survive? The answer is LIFE. What do all living,
conscious beings have in common? The answer is LIFE.
There is no substitute for it, nothing can survive

'

'without it, there is no price for it, and it cannot
,be chosen for another by any external agency. It is
that which each of us carries within us. Whether we
are recognised as human, animal, bird, insect or
'fish is only the external appearance, only the
wrapping paper: what is inside — life — is the
important part.

The Buddhist does not go by external appearances but ;
looks within and sees that same river of consciousness
.running through all, whether the external is four-
5legged or two, whether it swhns, flies or crawls.
If this view were taken by more, wouldn't there be
less destruction of wild places, less slaughter,
"less exploitation — and more concern, compassion and
understanding between.§ll_life? This world does not
belong to the humans, they do not own it. There is
room for every creature, but we — the destroyers —
must allow others to live in peace and share this
green and bountiful planet with them. It is not
curs. The call to share this planet with the wild—
life is one that every conservationist makes: we are
a Species of animal which wants more than its fair
share. ‘

The Middle Way

The Buddhist'way of life is called ”the middle way".
Net following a path of extremes. Not indulging in
sensual pleasures, not wallowing in too much food or
drink. Not rushing for every latest gadget which
comes onto the market. Net living a life of luxury.
It does not ask either for'a life of selfemortifica—
tion, or self—imposed poverty. Net deliberately
going without those basic requisites each of us needs
to survive.~ The Buddha experienced both of these
extremes in his search for the right way and found
that the only way to happiness is a path of modera—
tion — the middle way; Having just what we need and
being content with it is what his followers strive
for.

The sort of lifestyle the green movement is proposing
is also a middle way. They are not suggesting the
human race gives up everything and returns to a life
in caves, while the world outside becomes overgrown
with brambles because it is wrong for us to_cultivate
the land. But nor are they encouraging a life along
the lines we are now following: a life of greed,
self—importance and selfwcentredness which makes it
difficult and in some cases even impossible for others
to survive. What it is aSking for is an'understanding
of all life's basic.needs, a life of tolerance and
compassion, of harmony — and this can only come out
of wisdom. We are not being asked to sit back while
vermin run riot, but to allow others to share the
environment with us. To spare a thought for the
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Let us look at this question of equality of life more
_

If some people think they accept the equality
well—being of others, to understand their needs, to
view others with compassion, and to view other forms
of life with respect and tolerance.

No Self, no Soul

In the Buddhist belief there is no "soul? or "self",
no lasting entity. There is nothing which stays
unchanged. Buddhists know they do not own their
bodies, they will change with age, they will become
sick and most certainly die. Over this they have no
control. They cannot control a passage of time or
the changing seasons. As there is no "self" to
control, how can they use the words "I", ”me" or
”mine"? They cannot. No one owns the air, the sun,
the weather, the seas or the land — although some
would think the latter is theirs. Those within the
green movement also agree that we cannot own these
priceless gems. They are here and we can all enjoy,
them. We can make use of them — but not abuse them:
one day we will have to leave them when it is time for
us to go. They will go on without us.

It is because some people have thought - or still
think — that the air, land and water are.theirs that
they have set about abusing them. Some farmers,
protecting themselves behind the shield of "land—
owner”, have taken leave of their senSes and
repeatedly set about poisoning the land (and evene
tually the rivers and seas) in the belief that they
are in fact feeding the land and in the hope of making
a greater profit from the crops they have planted on
it. Many landowners have said, "It's my land and I'll
do as I like on.my;land." But they have done as they
like on planet earthls land, and now the consequences
are being seen. Humans have destroyed natural areas
because they have considered themselves to be the
owners. Humans have added to these areas buildings,
motorways or power stations, disregarding the fact .
that the land was not theirs in the first place but
only on loan until such time as they die. No matter _
how rich they become they cannot take the land or the

- wealth with them — yet what is left behind might'well
be a piece of land so exploited that it can no longer
support life, it is sterile, dead.

'

If such people had thought, “This land is not mine
but I am working upon it, and I don‘t own it but I
can care for it and lock after it for future
generations," would we not see a greener and
plesanter land? If we cannot own our own bodies —
something which is so close to us - how then can we
own something as immense as the land?

Constant movement

When watching nature we caneee how everything is on
the move all the time, how seasons change, how a tree
comes into leaf, into flower, produces fruit and the
leaves change colour and drop. Or we watch our
favourite plant in the garden come up in the spring,
show us its flowers and wither and die down in the
autumn. We can see the changing heights of the
rivers and streams, the different colours of the
landscape with the changing seasons — nothing stands
still, everything is on the move all the time. The
Buddha taught, "All is in a constant state of flux.”
Buddhists know that no matter what they are looking at
it is changing right before their very eyes, enen
though.it might be very slowly and the changes can't
be seen. Our knowledge and technology is on the move
too. We don‘t live as the Victorians did because we
have progressed — time has moved. What we have today



was not available 50 years ago, and what we have today
will be old—fashioned and out—of-date in 50 years
time because time moves forward.

But progression need not be destruction. When it is
said we should return to a more natural way of life
we are not being asked to throw away everything we
have, to live in'caves — to beg for our meals the way
the Buddhist monk does. If only people would step
panicking at the idea and look at it, they would see
it is quite sensible. Neither side issaying live like
a pauper; nor are they saying live in the past.

If we look.at what we are doing NOW we will see when
we are doing harm and causing suffering to others.
Buddhists live for now. They are not concerned with
the past, that has gone and nothing can be done to
alter it. It is no good living in the future,
imagining what will happen when all the time we are
living under the threat of nuclear war. We might_not
live long enough to see all these things we suppose
are going to happen in years to come. Buddhists are
aware of what they are doing now so that their actions
will not have harmful effects in the future. They
believe they must do good now, or how can they expect
good to come out of their actions?

Dependent origination

We hear words like "coo—sphere”, "coo-system" and
"coo—chain” used often. What they stand for is abused
even more often. Take the food chain: it is an
indisputable fact of life, yet we readily destroy it,
turning a blind eye, a deaf ear and a numb mind to
what happens as a result of our actions. The destruc~
rption of the rain forests are a prime example. Break
”one link and the whole chain is ruined. As the
survival of the human race is a part of this chain, it
seems suicidal that we continue to treat the earth as
we do. Just as nature is a chain of links, so the
Buddhist views life in the same way, believing that
each moment is a result of the preceding one and that
every action is the result of that which has just
occurred. Buddhists call it ”dependent origination”.

For example. I say'something you don’t like, you get
offended, you retort, I get offended, your temper
rises, my temper rises, each action growing out of the
one before until emotions reach a point where
physical blows occur. The natural world is a series
of links and so, to the Buddhist, is life. The chain
reaction runs through everything. Through the way we
speak, the way we act, through the trees, their
surroundings, through the insects, the birds and
animal life which lives there. If we don't take care
of each link in nature disastrous consequences occur,
as we have seen with areas turned to desert as a
result of people's misuse of the land. In the
“Buddhist‘way of life each link must be understood

and looked at. Buddhists_search their minds to find
what triggered-the flaring temper or spate of verbal
abuse. Although they try hard to quell any link
which might be an umpleasant one or lead to unpleasant
repercussions, nevertheless they realise their
existence as part or life which must be understood
for what it is and for its hearings on other things.

Non—political

It is possible for a conservationist or environmental
group to remain hen-political; many prefer it that
Nay'rather than to be bound to any one party. What
their message says is aimed at all and any political
party, at all and any individual. It is a call for
moderation, tolerance, acceptance,_compassion,
knowledge, consideration and understanding as well as
-a lot of peace. These are basic requirements of any
civilisation, and so can and should be asked of any
political party regardless of whether it is right,
left or centre. If it can't, or won't, allow these
or give them to the population, it is not fit to
call itself a political party and stand for election.

"Like many religions Buddhism stands strongly non—
political - though each individual is not barred
from voting. Its message, too, is beyond any
political belief. It does not need politics to
survive. Its message can be followed by any party
and any individual. It also covers all walks of
life, all environments, regardless of east or west,
poverty or prosperity, black or white. In the past '

few years we have seen Buddhist monks and nuns of a
particular sect taking part in peace marches and
being present at CND gatherings. They were not
making a political statement but were making a plea
for peace. 'Peace towards‘each other and throughout
everything we do.

C’LABOUR'S SECRET AGENT? / continued from p. 3
about over—elaborate planning: "Libya and Chernobyl
have reminded us that the best laid forward plans are
liable to be overturned by events beyond our control."
What a nuisance such events must have been for the
planners!

There is a further worrying aspect to all this. Such
"national planning" helps to control the campaign
from above. Local groups, most of them completely
autonomous and formed independently of CND, will now
be beavering away of the autumn demo. It sometimes
seems like an attempt to impose a sort of uniformity,
a unanimity round a single issue, on the infinite
-variety of peace groups. And lest a stray, disruptive
thought drift through our heads, there is always CND'S
publication ’Campaign' to do our thinking for us, tell
us what to do to the tiniest detail, and even write our
press releases for us! Everything is thus tied in,

chumNING TO (3011/ contd. from p. 12
neighbour, for the poor and even for enemies.
(‘The New Radical', Lion 1983).

So by all means criticise the established church — I

but don't write us off! Jesus is alive and is
calling his church to follow him. A rediscovery of
Jesus is the most likely'way for this country to be
released from materialism and the welship of molhey
Such spiritual renewal may well open the way for
‘Green politics and a truly international approach to
government. '

co—ordinated round these current themes: the British
Bomb, the coming election, and Labour'Party policy.
Many people however will have misgivings about doing
the dirty work of defence campaigning for the Labour
Party — which itself seems ill—inclined to campaign
seriously on.defence and is currently pro—NATO, pro—
US bases (minus the nuclear weapons), and in favour of
a massive increase in defence.spending on "conventional
weapons“.

Away'from the real world, however, we could all direct
our thoughts to the 1987 autumn demo... Anyone got
any ideas?
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Being
or

preaching

The decentralization of ideology

Decentralisation is espoused by all
parties, and practised notably by
the Tories. But a green party,
argues MARK KINZLEY, must
decentralise not only its
organisatiOn -- but also its ideology.

IN BRITAIN the organisation of the Conservative Party
.is the perfect example of complete decentralisation!
The Green.Party, because of its small membership, has
to work at the level of the borough. The Conservaw
tive Party has committees at the level of the ward;
The ward committees administer their own party
,membership, and there is no obligation on them to
pass any of their membership money on to the national
Party. Each ward party passes on whatever percentage
of their money they feel they can afford — quite
anarchistic really.

The ward committees join in a federation called
"The Association" in order to pool resources. They
employ one election agent for the borough and share
the cost. Each ward sends 6 members to make up the
executive committee for a parliamentary

constituency,but this committee only meets three times a year.
When they want to select a candidate for parliament
they set up a temporary "joint-selection" committee,
composed of members of the ward committees. Further—
more, the candidate they select must be endorsed by a
meeting open to all paidaup members in the constitu—
ency. The organisation that they have at the level
of the borough (composed in my case of three
parliamentary constituencies) is even more minimal.
They have a joint AGM-at which any individual
member can criticise matters within the borough party.

Some people have been saying that the Green Party is
too hierarchical, too similar in its organisation to
the conventional parties, that we need to pass the
administration of membership and the finances down to
the lowest practical level. If only we had it
.organised the way I just described, what a democratic
anti—party party we'd be! w new, how fresh. And
yet of course the Conservative Party has stolen am
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march on us._ Is the Conservative Party not
decentralised to perfection? Are the Conservative
ward committees autonomous or are they not? As you
can see, everything is initiated at the lowest level,
nothing is imposed. by a higher level.
It's like a conjuror' s trick. Everything in .front of
the camera, don’t take your eyes off it, etc... And
yet the an.tonomy is missing. How was it done? We
know in our guts that the old parties are hierarchical
and centrally commanded. But where is the hierarchy?
Can we actually put our finger on it? Only then dare
we say, "It can never happen to us. " We are not
Conservatives, we are Greens, of course — we are
different. But how does this manifest? 'What
tangible thing is different? Otherwise it's a
difference that makes no difference.

If the decentralisation of a political party only
required the decentralisation of its organisation —
its membership administration and its finances —
then the Conservative Party would be decentralised.
But since it remains centrally commanded there must
be another dimension of decentralisation.

‘Thishas to be the first question a green party asks.
It's all very well passing reSOlutions
on education in the local community, health in the
local community, and so on; but lest we presume to
tell a local community what it should want, we should
better make sure the lowest level of the party is
autonomous in the local community, rather than acting
as a representative to the local community of a
national party and its ideas. When the local party
is representing to the local community the ideas of
a national party, then the local party can’t '
represent the local community. Which is it? Is the
local party a tool of neighbourhood self—government?
Is it neighbourhood self-expression? Or is the local
party a sales team selling a new national brand to
a passive electorate?

The flow of ideas

In the old parties, if we look at the direction of
flow of ideolOgy — of ideas and policy — it is
always from the t0p down to the local parties. If a‘
local party wants a say in policy, what options are
open to it? It can propose a motion at its party
conference and have it voted on, and perhaps this
will even get into the manifesto. If it is the
elected party for its area, it can reselect its MP.
But the local party remains entirely helpleSs to
influence the daily decisionrtaking of the represenr
tatives. Imagine trying to decentralise the decision—
taking of the Cabinet!

This is only practical, since if every local party
demanded a say in every decision, how could they all
equally take the same decision? This is why they
have to be represented by a few voices, the represen—
tatives, and why these in turn must be represented
by just the Cabinet or Shadow Cabinet. The only
practical way to steer.this.kind of party is for the
representatives to sell generalisations, held in
advance for application to all problems which may
come up — the party's philosophy or principles. To
this prejudice local parties can subscribe. It then
becomes their job in turn to sell generalisations tothe electorate.

True decentralisation of a party means decentrali—
sation of ideology as well as organisation. The
decentralisation_of ideology means its.death.
Ideology_i§ generalisation: The language of local
manifestoes is the language of common.sense, because
they talk about problems which all local people have
in common seen (sensed). They propose solutions
which all local people could see, or visualise.
Local manifestoes describe alternatives to specific



problems in specific places. National manifestoes
are a list of generalisations — generalisations about
the problems and about the solutions. Ekamples of
actual working solutions, such as city farms,_ skills
exchanges, urban communes, self—help groups, appear
Etc fulfil all the best ideologies simultaneOusly.
;But actually not a single one Of theSe solutions has
ever been made by a Conservative or a Socialist or a
.Communist or an Anarchist or a Green. These are busy
making generalisations about all schools, all
hospitals, all communities, about Economic Growth,
etc. Actual solutions are made by neighbours. It's
the difference between having separate ideologies
and becoming neighbours.
or being a part of it.

Having a general solution

The ideology of a national manifesto is not only
divisive: it is also the root of all authoritarianism.
Imposing national ideas on a local situation is to
impose generalisations on a unique situation. This
is authoritarian. Local problems have to conform to
a category of problems. Local sclutions can only be
selected from a category of solutions on offer. The
local reality is pinched and pulled to fit. Pinching
and pulling hurts. As a green I believe human nature
and Nature are essentially good. Evil shows up
afterwards when we loose faith in effortless goodness

“Randtry to arrange .it. A national manifesto is a
loss of faith. It is a monumental effort to arrange
goodness by pinching and pulling. we call it 'only'
enabling decentralisation. But the Conservatives
call it restoring freedom of the individual from the
State, and the Left calls_it restoring freedom of the
Oppressed from the oppressor. Everyone calls it
something nice! It‘s a loss of faith.

So how might decentralisation of ideology look in
practice. It would mean.not one manifesto but a
thousand manifestoes; local manifestoes neither red
.nor blue nor green.but common sensical; a Manifesto
for a Suatainable Liverpool, for a Sustainable
Thames valley, etc. To arrive at a local manifesto
would require a local annual conference for people of
all alternative groups: FOE, Green Party, alternative
medicine, vegetarians, etc. Such a conference on
sustainability for the local area would form.working
groups on different areas of policy, to submit
policies for voting on.‘ Whilst a booklet of such
policies might be useful in lobbying candidates of
all parties, a local Green Party could adept it
wholesale as its manifesto. Such a shift would go
hand in hand with decentralisation in the Green Party
of membership administration and money. Then a local
party would truly be a party in its own right. But
without decentralisation of ideology, decentralisation
of organisation will fail to dispense with hierarchy
in green parties. Decentralisation of ideology
undercuts issues like compromise vs. fundamentalism,
red/green vs. green. What we are is _more important:
than what we preach, one is our being, and the other
comes only from our head.

i: For ideas on how to found a conference on
sustainability, send a SAE to Mark Kinzley,

7 Gaysham Avenue, Gants Hill, Ilford, Essex IG2 6TH.

Thanauduo
"THE CONVOI ARE COMING" has been the fearful cry on
bated breath every year at the Green Gatherings and
latterly at the green field at the Glastonbury CND
Festival. This year at Glastonbury the Convey, or
some of them, fresh from their "do—commissioning" at
Stoney Cross, were already. on.site when we arrived.
They, the Rainbow'Village (originally from Molesworth}
and the greens shared the same field, and.made a

'

harmonious mix. Barriers are breaking down.

There'was music, cafes, try-your—hand craft stalls, a
tipi circle, cart people, a log—cabin sauna and plenty
of open green space in the adjacent field. There was
a wider range of green.organisations represented than
ever before, including SERA, UCAT, FoE and many more.
The Albion big top was powered by a varied cluster of
windmills, a combined project by the CAT and Wind and
Sun. The_atmosphere was peaceful and-convivial, a
place to meet old friends, make new ones, and have fun.

The green field isn't so much a part of the festival
as a small green gathering going on alongside it.
This year the main site came to be known by people on
the green field as Babylon — half joking, half in
contempt. As the years go by it becomes more and more
like a large chunk of inner city dumped in the middle
of the countryside, with its hedge—to-hedge litter,
private police force, noise and frantic atmosphere.
It's very much a place where_people go to get release
from the dull round of everyday life by being spoons
fed mass entertainment and consuming as much as
possible in the shortest possible time. From an”
ecological point of view the festival is part of the'
problem, not part of the cure.

As for the fat cheque it provides each year for 0ND,
this seems to have had the effect of making the GND.
hierarchy financially independent of its members, and
thus unresponsive to them. CND has become part of
the establishment, and lost its fire.

Yes, its easy to criticise the big commercial festival,
paragon of mainstream industrial life, and compare it
to the beautiful green field. I could go on for pages.
It's easy to sit around on the green field and smugly
say how good it is that all those people from Babylon
who visit us can see the contrast, the lack of litter-
and so on, and learn from it. I know. I've done it.

It's just another "us and them". We see "us and them"
operating over race in South Africa, over religion in.
Nerthern Ireland, over class in the politics of
Margaret Thatcher and Arthur Scargill — and it's alive'
and well in the green movement too. "It's not us
killing the planet,” we protest, "it's them out there."
But at bottom ecology is about wholeness, about seeing_
the Earth and all her members both human and otherwise
as_one. So long as we see things in terms of us and
them, we are part of the problem, not of the cure.

Patrick'Whitefield.
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‘ (:1 ) IDear GL,

We are asked to fall for it every
time, aren't we?_ The extract from
John Rowan's.book, with its mystico—
mythical archetypes, is presumably
offered for our applause. I for
one cannot applaud_it.

Its tone is patronising (viz. the
third paragraph of "A Way Forward")
and the essay (and presumably.the.
rest of the book) does nothing
other than perpetuate through male
invented myths the dominance of the
phallus.

To reduce the male and female to
archetypes is a dangerous game.
John Rowan is seeking a new power
kick whilst perpetuating the role
of the female as a mere receptacle
for reproduction (i.e. the Goddess,
earth mother — call it what you
will). And frankly there is more
to me than my womb and my cunt.
Reduce women to such an essence
and you deny those who cannot or do

' not wish to bear children any
meaning to their existence.

Until such time as men and women
remove sudh archetypal ideas from
their thinking and treat one another
as individual, complex human beings,
no progress will be made in
achieving a sane balance. The
dressing up of cock dominance in
such pseudo-ideas as the Horned God
is detrimental, no matter how well
intended, to such progress.

Katy Grahan
Brighton

(2) Dear Ch,

I would like to question whether it
is a good idea to publish lengthy
articles by men like John Rowan
quoting extensively from feminist
work. -

It is quite easy for some men to.
absorb the ideas of Feminism and
write erudite articles. However,
the cosmic sexual union advocated
by J Rowan presupposes a trusting
relationship between men and women
where revolutionary changes in
power have been established. I and
many women have had cosmic sexual
experiences with.men, but the cosmic
connection often does not extend
from the bed — or leafy grove — to
the kitchen sink.

To be more specific, I have had some
personal experience of J Rowan‘s
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dealings with_women in struggle
(namely myself). In the course of'
-a_Conf1ict with another so—called,
anti—sexist therapist, I had found
this man prepared to call in both
the police and a social work agency
(the latter about being a had
mother). Unfortunately, when J
Rowan was informed_he seemed quidk
to believe my oppressor rather than
me, and keen to avoid having to
take a stand.

What in essence I would like to hear
from men like Rowan is not of their
vampirism on.Feminism, but of the
practical changes they have made_in
their own lives — in terms of shared
childcare, sharing of their large-
incomes and privileges, including
of their privileged use of time to
write books. I would be really -
pleased to hear that such men plan
to spend their next few years in
obscurity doing childcare to enable
women to write, or that they.have
agreed to donate a propertion of
their income to women's projects.

I find that this whole article is a
bit reminiscent of the effect of a
premature ejaculation, leaving me as
a woman frustrated and disappointed.
I have had enough of this cosmic
bullshit! I would suggest that if
Rowan is wanting to relate to
Feminists as a student and guardian
(the latter I certainly did not
observe in connection with my own
struggle), that he initiate himSelf
quickly into the mysteries of
scraping the shit off nappies.
Alternatively he could do a stint
as a BR cleaner and contact the
Shakti by rolling up his sleeves,
getting down.on.his knees and
scrubbing floors.

'

_ Daphne Francis
53 Victoria Street
Kirkpatrick.Durham
nr Castle Douglas
Kirkcudbrightshire, Scotland

“rare 7/1/17
Gey'party
Dear GL,.

Does the Green Party want to
commit political suicide in SPODF
soring the Lesbian and Gay Green
Group? Do we want to be known as
the Poof Party? It is held that
one of the reasons why Labour lost
the 1983 byhelection in Bermondsey
was because-their candidate was a
queer; (we got 46 votes!)
Contrary to "Gay" propaganda
homosexuality is not natural — it
is a perversion. Addicts suffer a
psycho—somatic illness. Except
possibly in a few cases of innate
glandular defect, homes are not
born but made. I should know —
I went to a public school and saw
them being made in my own dormitory.
Like other perversions such as

sadism and masochism, homosexuality
~ is a by—product of harsh monastic
disciplines — that's why it is so
prevalent in public schools, armed,
forces, and secluded unisexual
groups. It is also strong in the
extreme opposite — libidinous
orgiastic groups. It is a factor
in social decay_and was a marked
feature in the decline of the
Roman Empire.
It is not suggested that homes be
harshly treated, just that their
vice is an illness in need of treat—
ment not glorification, and the
Green Party should not allow its
resources to be used for recruit—
ment into the "Gays". Remember the
great majority are heterosexual and
find homosexuality distasteful.

It is odd that so—called Progress—
ives should wallow in Sodomy for
Sixteens, easy abortion on.demand,
legalising pot, and other decadent
avent-garde aims, yet show no
interest in the Leisure State
concept of Social Credit. Though
I tell people that for over 300
years the Big Banks have been
creating our money out of nothing
and lending it to us with usurous
interest, piling up huge debts,
these Progressives just don’t want
to know. When I point out that the
Green programme, involving r
subsidising the return to good—
husbandry farming, reorganising our
drainage system to allow an uncon-
taminated return to the land of
organic waste, reafforestation, as
well as the National Income, will,
without the funding by uSe of
community credit, create a huge
burden of taxation, the anemia ;
gardists couldn't care less.
While I am in.sympathy with Paul
Ekinsi wish to reform the Party,r
unless he faces up to the above
issues, his efforts will be wasted.
Will readers write and tell me what
they think; after all the issues
are really'importantl

Wilfrid'Price
Cairnacre, Midgehole
Hebden Bridge, west Yorks HXT 7AL

** Those of us who work on GL wish
to dissociate ourselves completely
from the views expressed in this
letter: we print it becauSe we
recognise that there are people in
”our movement who hold these.views.

Maingreen debate
Dear GL,

The debate over the Maingreen
preposals may well prove to be an
extremely damaging red herring for
the Green.movement as a whole.
Whilst I suspect that most of us
would object very strongly to the
kind of organisation that Tyler,
Ekins et al-envisage, because of



the implications of such a prag—
matic approach for the kind of
society the Green movement seeks to
bring about. Nevertheless, any
debate over such questions must not
be allowed to eclipse the more
fundamental questions which the
Green Party and the rest of the
movement have not yet resolved and
which many'individual greens have
not even considered.

There is very little point in
arguing about how we are going to
effect social change before we have
sorted out the essential morality
which makes such changes neCessary.
Most importantly,-our claims to
represent a new, more caring _
politics, fundamentally opposed to
the exploitative self-interest of
conventional polities will continue
to sound hollow as long as promin-
ent greens participate in the
ruthless exploitation of animals by
eating meat. '.

Similarly, it‘is easy to dismiss a
party which.has not examined the
basic political assumptions involved
in the concept of defence, and the
tremendous implications of such a
policy for the value of the very
things it is intended to protect,
but instead offers banal assurances
that it is in favour of peace and
centres its development of a peace
policy on such peripheral matters as
the best means of disposing of
weapons grade plutonium.

To argue that such-inconsistencies
as these must be resolved before we

rel32£$1;too much about selling, _
ourselves electorally is not
necessarily to adopt a strictly
"fundi" approach. What makes green
politics important is that it
represents an ethically consistent
alternative to the power-seeking of
the more established parties. Unless
we can make the alternative we offer
a genuinely new and more honest
approach to politics, we lose most
of what we here to offer an elec~
torate and we become just another
political party: and what is there
to suggest that we would be any
better at running conventional
politics than those with years of
experience of it?

If we waste our time arguing
endlessly about the best way to
achieve our goals before we have
established the values which must
underlie them, we will not only
limit what we hope to achieve but
lose the credibility we have built
up - and hence ruin our chances of
having a positive effect on the
world. There is plenty of room in
green politics for both "realos"
and "fundis", but if we are not
scrupulous about basing our politics
on beliefs rather than tactics, the
very idea of green politics is
meaningless.

Stephen McKenna
142 Salhouse Road, Nerwich NR7 9DW

we are the other
Dear GL,

It is said that the world may be
divided into two types of people.
There are those who divide people
into two types, and there are those
who don't. Your report on the
Maingreen would—be faction.within
the Green.Perty can only encourage
those who divide people into two
(us and them, fundis and realos,
goodies and baddies). The article
(in GL 43) states that there have
always been two answers to the
question, "What does green.mean?".
I am.not sure what these two .
answers are, but again this implies
that all Greens must either subscr-
‘ibe to the content of one "answer"
or the other. This is a model of.
the cold war mentality. It is like
the delusions suffered by the Main-
green duo that one group of
”intellectuals" (clean—shaven and'
conventional) will always have the
only Right and Good answers; and
that Us must always have a prejudice
against Them (of no fixed abode;
of no fixed hairstyle; of no
intellect; and ultimately of no
value). ‘

We have already this century seen
an Us and Them situation.lead to a
holocaust. As individuals in
politics we Should see that we
always might agree or disagree with
each other on different observap
tions. As EIP Thompson put it at
the Close of his pamphlet 'Beyond
the Cold War':."Hnmankind must at
last grow up. ‘we must recognise
that the other is ourselves."

Matthew Sands
227 Cromwell Road, Whitstable, Kent

II-SEEailiiflfiiasldiueEESL

Eye—sore
Dear GL,

Without wishing to comment on the
content of your magazine, I feel I
must express my utter contempt for
the visual appearance of it. It is,
in short, an eye—sore: unimagina~
tive layout, total absence of
cartoons and photos'(perhaps you
can't afford screening, but even so
is it too much to ask for you to
rip off the occasional one from
other publications?) and worst of
all thoSe horrid square illustrar
tions which plague almost every
page. '

leur publication lacks style: it
_ looks stale, and I would suspect
that the growth of the Green move—
ment is not matched by the growth
in your circulation.

The reaSon I'm so ruthlessly
slagging you off is simple: the
Greens need to present a credible,
competent and professional image -
something clearly recognised by
Richard Oldfield with his new
project 'Green Options'. Your

.magazine barely fills any of these
criteria and, even worse, looks
boring.

Please, for everyone's sake, wake
up to the 19803. ‘

Robert Waters
28 Meade Grove, Longsight
Manchester 13.

WMNM

Switch to
renewable3
Dear GL,
I note on the Green Party's "No
More-Chernobyls“ leaflet that the
Green Party is supposed to be keen.
on revitalising ship building and
coal mining.

'

Surely we espouse the post~industrial
era when people will no longer rape
the earth for fossil fuels and
transport them all over the place.
We could switch to renewables very
rapidly if we wanted to. If the
human energy and dedication that
went into the Second World we: was
put in, we could stop burning coal
and oil and raising the carbon
dioxide content of the atmosphere,
all within 5 years.

Malcolm.Samuel
-99 frospect Road, Portstewart, NI.

(Continued from badk page)

a prize for the best effort, and it
is devoutly to be hoped that by the
time of the party conference in
Newcastle in September the whole
affair will be as dead and buried as
the political reputations of its
instigators. Calls for expulsions
of the "arMilitants" seem to me to
be unthinkably unsgreen — such
McCarthyite reactions are best left
to the Labour Party!

Rumour has it...

that during the last London Dumping
Convention.(on nuclear waste), at
which the Sellafield discharges
were discussed, there was an attempt
by the British government to exert
"undue pressure“ on the Irish dele—
gation to abandon or tone down their
opposition to the lethal overflow
from Britain's nuclear dustbin.
Apparently} Maggie Thatcher threat-
ened Dr Garrett Fitgerald that unless
the Irish shut up about Sellafield,
she would send some "heavy regiments"
into Nerthern Ireland, thereby
deliberately wrecking the Anglo-
Irish accord! Fortunately a cepious'
flow of ”leaks" of the LDC proceed-
ings to the Irish media ensured that
the Irish delegation had no option
but to oppose the outpourings of the
Cumbrian cancer factory, despite
the British government's pressure.

Brig Oubridge
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More police triCICs
‘

AFTER STONEHENGE, the double dealings
of Wiltshire police left a bit of a
bad taste behind. 0n the Thursday
afternoon before the Solstice we
seemed to have successfully negotia—
ted a position in which people
wishing to go to the Stones at dawn
on Solstice morning (Saturday) would
be able to do so. ‘Provided that
people walked peacefully to the
Stones (with no camping equipment),
we were told that they would be able
to park their vehicles in lay—hys
etc. outside the police exclusion
zone for about 12 hours without
being hassled. When they arrived at
the Stones, it would of course then
be up to English Heritage whether or
not anyone would actually be let in.

However, on the Thursday evening we
got an urgent message summoning us
to another meeting at Wilts police
headquarters at 8.30 the following
morning, when we were told that the
police would be making "positive
proposals". These turned out to be
a set of six conditions from the
Chief Constable which effectively
overturned everything which had been
negotiated in the preceding days and
weeks.

The first condition was that "those
people at present camped at Hanging
Langford as a group will not be
permitted to attend.” That group
(of about 400 people) included thoseI
who had walked throughout June all
the way from London, and the "new
convoy" (of entirely different
people from the convoy which had -
been "decommissioned" in the New
Forest) which had joined up with the
march on the Salisbury ring road the
previous Saturday. This condition
alone made it impossible to accept
the Chief Constable's "positive
preposals”.

The remaining conditions were
equally impossible. A maximum of
300 people would be allowed to attend
but only if they arrived in hired
coaches which had been previously
cleared by the police. They could
conduct ceremonies in the road outside
the Stones in three separate groups
of 100 people, for no more than 45
minutes per group, and the whole

arrangement could be cancelled at any
time by the senior police officer
present. (Under what new police
power the Chief Constable intended
to make the sun rise three times
was never specified — certainly no
such power exists in the Police and
Criminal Evidence Act!)

On the Friday afternoon the "new
convoy" left the Hanging Langford'
site in obedience tO'a court order
and set off up the A36. No one was
quite sure where they were going,
but they still hoped to find some—
where-to park up from which they
could attempt to walk to the Stones
for dawn. A little way along the
read they came up against a police
road block, and were given the
impossible order to disperse.
of the walkers and a couple of
vehicles managed to get away, but
most of the vehicles were blocked
in and couldn't turn round. About
250 people were rounded up and
arrested for "obstructing the
highway” and "obstructing the
police", held overnight, and hailed
the next day on condition that they
remained outside Wiltshire. (A
participant's account of these
events appears on pages 10 and 11
of this issue of GL — Ed.)

Some

The National Council for Civil
Liberties has now produced an
excellent report on_the events at
and around Stonehenge. It concludes
that police actions both this year
and last considerably exceeded their
legal powers, and that the county
councils involved are also in breach
of their legal duty to provide
sites for travellers. The report
is available from NCCL, 21 Tabard
Street, London SE1.

Thank goodness for the chance of a
week's break in the Glastonbury
Festival Green Field. Lots of
saunas and massage and relaxation
‘was just what I needed after the
frantic climax of the Stonehenge
'86 campaign, and once the crowds
had gone the scene became wonder—
fully reminiscent of the Worthy
Farm Green Gatherings of former
years.

From there I went back to my tribal
homeland in Wales ~ the Tipi Village
at Talley. Yes, it IS still there,
despite last year‘s planning
inquiry which resulted from Dinefwr
District'Council‘s attempt to find
a way of evicting us from our land.
Twelve months after the inquiry,
the inspector's report is still
sitting on a shelf somewhere in the
Welsh Office, after Secretary of
State Nicholas Edwards vetoed its
publication. As long as it stays
there, the village is safe. Even
the council are taking no action
to get the report released, since
'they fear it might actually give us

planning permission to be there
officially.

Not so lucky are the people at
Llwyaiod in Powys, whose planning
inquiry report HAS been published.
They now face hefty fines for
remaining in their henders, domes
and huts without permission, even
though they too own their own land.
And if they were to leave and take
to the road, they would here to '

face all the persecution that is
presently being dished out to any—
one of no fixed abode who might
possibly be considered a "hippy".
It's a Catch 22 situation_which_now
seems to apply all over England and
wales: if you're not in_a house,
you.must be part of the "Convoy",
and Maggie says your life must be
nude as difficult as possible!

"Injuns" of course have it even
worse than "hippies". July 6th
was the deadline for the Navajo
people to be "relocated" from their
rtribal homelands in Arizona. The
official version of the story is
that they are being moved as a
result of a'US court ruling in a
dispute between the Navajo and the
Hopi over the "Joint Use Area" of
their reservation.

In fact there never has been any
dispute between the traditional
Navajo and Hopi peoples, who have
lived happily side by side for
generations. It is the Hepi Tribal
Council (a body set up by US law
and recognised by only 10% of.the
Hopi) which has been used-as a front
by mining companies greedy to get
their hands on the rich reserves of
coal and uranium which lie under
the Navajo land. ' '

Thanks to domestic and international
pressure, the US Bureau of Indian
Affairs allowed the deadline to pass
without sending in the troops to
remove the last of the Narajo from
their sacred land at Big Mountain.
However, it is likely that the
reprieve will last only as long as
the pressure can be kept up.

Further details from CIMRA, 218
hMmmlmwfimMnm.

"Maingreen"
T
or what?

There seems to be unofficial
competition going on within the
Green Party to find the most
suitable collective description for
those involved in the “Maingreen”
affair. The "Gang of 24" (a refern
ence to those invited to the Main—
green meeting) seems inappropriate
in view of the haste with which
most of them appear to be distancing
themselves from the Maingreen
proposals. Other alternatives which'
have been suggested include the
“Nonrhilitant Tendeney" and the
d?in»Stripe Suit Tendency". However
no one has yet come forward to offer

{fientinued,on previous page, col 3)
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The 1986 Schumacher Lectures

A Green Future ?
Spiritual, Social and Ecological
Three Vital dimensions revealed by three great thinkers

Joanna Macy from the United States
Faith and Ecology

Rudolf Bahro from Germany
Beyond Industrial Madness

Jose Lutzenberger from Brazil
Forests are a Source of Life

Saturday 11th October, 1986 from 11.00am to 6.00pm
at the Bristol University Union, Queens Road, Bristol

Tickets £6 each by post from:
Schumacher Society,

Ford House, Hartland_r,,Bideford, Devon
Tel: 023 74 293
or in person from:

Greenleaf Bookshop,
82 Colston Street, Bristol BSl

Tel: Bristol 211369

Joanna Mac - d - Rudolf Bahro ' IJOse Lutzenber_er .___



BUILDING THE GREEN
MOVEMENT
Rudolf Bahro
{:1 £5.95

Wendell Berry
GIFT OF GOOD LAND
New essays on land, community
and people.
El £6.95

STANDING BY WORDS
Latest book by this great
American writer.
El £6.50

WHOLENESS AND THE
IMPLICATE ORDER
David Bohm
Treats the totality of existence,
including matter and conscious-
ness, as an unbroken whole.
D £3.95

I AND THOU
Martin Buber
Transforms all our concepts of
relationships.
El £3.50

GREEN POLITICS: THE
GLOBAL PROMISE
Fritiof Capra and
Charlene Spretnak
An account of the green party in
West Germany.
U £10.95 hb

Fritiof Capra
TAO OF PHYSICS
A stunning exploration of the
parallels between physics and
Eastern mysticism.
El £3.50
TURNING POINT
Significant contribution to the
thinking on emerging cultures.
El £3.95

BUGBEAR OF LITERACY
A. K. Coomaraswamy
An artist is not a special kind of
person, every person is a special
kind of artist.
a £3.75

FOREST FARMING:
J. Sholto Douglas and
A. de J. Hart
Towards a solution to problems of
world hunger and conservation.
New edition 1984
El £5.95

ARROGANCE OF
HUMANISM
David Ehrenfeld
An overwhelmingly successful
assault on those who claim man’s
superiority over nature.
El £4.95

VOLUNTARY SIMPLICITY
Duane Elgin
Toward a way of life that is
outwardly simple inwardly rich.
1: £5.95

ONE STRAW REVOLUTION
Masanobu Fukuoka
Natural farming methods and
their impact on the land.
El £7.10

THERE ARE ALTERNATIVES
Johan Galtung
Four roads to peace and security
written by one of the most
influential peace thinkers since the
war.
[3 £5.95
AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
M. K. Gandhi
The Story of my Experiments
with Truth.
1:: £3.95

Schumacher
MAILORDER
BOOKSERVICE

Get these books by post.

A HOLY TRADITION OF
WORKING
Eric Gill
An anthology of the writings of
this artist and social philosopher.
[:1 £8.95

THE STABLE SOCIETY
Edward Goldsmith
What can we learn from
traditional-tribal societies?
El £2.60

GROWING UP ABSURD
Paul Goodman
The true meaning of education.
El £3.95

CRISIS OF THE MODERN
WORLD
Rene Guenon
Explains the underlying unity of
East and West.
a £4.00

THE FUTURE OF WORK
Charles Handy
Rethinking work, reorganising
work and educating for tomorrow.
El £5.95

BETRAYAL OF YOUTH
James Hemming
What has schooling done to our
society?
a £4.95

ZEN IN THE ART OF
ARCHERY
Eugen Herrigel
A classic in its field. Describes
archery as a way of spiritual
practice.
El £3.95

Ivan Illich
CELEBRATION OF
AWARENESS
A call for institutional revolution.
D £3.95

TOOLS FOR CONVIVIALITY
Penetrating analysis of the
industrial mode of production.
El £3 95

LOVE IS LETTING GO OF
FEAR
Jerry Jampolsky
Provides daily exercises that give
an effective way to bring about
individual transformation.
a £5.95

FOOD FIRST: THE MYTH OF
SCARCITY
F. Moore Lappé and J. Collins
El £3.50

MUTUAL AID
Prince Kropotkin
A factor of evolution. Classic work
on the co-operative nature of man.
El £6.95

THE DEATH AND
RESURRECTION OF
THE ARTS
John Lane
Explores the implications of the
ecological perspective for the Arts.
El £1 50

TOUCH THE EARTH
compiled by T. C. McLuhan
A most inspiring selection of
writings by North American
Indians.
50 photographs by
Edward S. Curtis.
:1 £3.75

SMALL IS POSSIBLE
George McRobie
Sequel to Small is Beautzful.
El £3.50

DHARMA AND
DEVELOPMENT
Joanna Macy

'

Role of religion in Sri Lanka’s
Sarvodaya Selfhelp Movement.
II] £6.50
FROM THE OUTSIDE
LOOKING IN
Manfred Max-Neef
Experiences in barefoot economics
by a Chilean economist.
[:1 £5

NEWS FROM NOWHERE
William Morris
Selected writings and designs.
‘I feel nothing but elation when 1
think of Morris.’

— George Bernard Shaw
E] £3.50

DESIGN FOR A REAL WORLD
Victor Papanek
Designers should devote their
skills to serve the real needs of
people.
D £7.95
HONEST BUSINESS
Michael Phillips and
Salli Rasberry
A superior strategy for starting
and managing your own business.
Cl £5.00 h.b.

SEEING GREEN
Jonathon Porritt
Politics of Ecology explained.
El £4.50

JUNG AND THE STORY OF
OUR TIME
Laurens van der Post
In these pages, Jung not only
lives, he thrives.
El £4.95

RADICAL TECHNOLOGY
eds. Peter Harper, Godfrey
Boyle
How to have your cake and eat it!
a £3.25

FUTURE WORK
James Robertson
The growth of self-employment of
all types, of ownwork.
1:] £6.95
THE SANE ALTERNATIVE:
A choice of futures
James Robertson
The most practical book on futures.
El £2.95
FREEDOMTO LEARN FORTHEBO’s
Carl R. Rogers
Education centred round the
student as a person — a
discussion of attitudes and
personal philosophy.
I: £8.95

HUMAN SCALE
Kirkpatrick Sale
An encyclopaedia of a
decentralised society.
E1 £ 9.95

DWELLERS IN THE LAND
The Bioregional Vision
Kirkpatrick Sale
Here is a vision of a world based
on natural geographic regions
defined by their particular flora,
fauna, landforms and waterways.
These biorcgions will promote
decentralisation, participation,
liberation, mutuality and com-
munity.
El £12.00

E. F. Schumacher
GOOD WORK
The purpose of our work explained.
:1 £1.95

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL
Economics as if people mattered.
A classic, everyone should have.
:1 £3.50

THE SCHUMACHER
LECTURES VOL. II
Shirley Williams, Colin Wilson,
Petra Kelly, Susan Griffin, Johan
Galtung, Gerald Leach, Russell
Means, Wendell Berry, Gary
Snyder, Rupert Sheldrake,
Kirkpatrick Sale.
:1 £3.95

DEEP ECOLOGY
Bill Deva] & George Sessions
Deep Ecology goes beyond the
natural environment. Deep Ecology
is a whole world view.
D £12 hb

THE FORGOTTEN ARTS
John Seymour
A guide to traditional skills.
:1 £9.95

Gary Snyder
AXE HANDELS
The latest collection of poems.
I] £4.50

EARTH HOUSEHOLD
A landmark in ecologicalthinking.
II] £4.95

GOOD WILD SACRED
Revised and expanded text of his
Schumacher Lecture.

l_.__JL_____ll1g

I enclose £

_IL__II

El £3.00

1 EX:

(tick the box of book required or send your
order on a separate sheet).

Name

Add 20% for post 8: packing.

Address
Cheques payable to
‘Schumacher Society’,
Ford House, Hartland,
Bideford, Devon, UK.



The Schumacher Lectures 1986
An International Event

A Green Future? The spiritual, social and ecological dimensions will be revealed by
three great thinkers -- from Brazil, West Germany and the USA — at

the Annual Schumacher Lectures in Bristol on Saturday, 11th October, 1986.

Don’t miss them!
Join the hundreds of others who are concerned with wholeness, well-being and the quality of life,

who each year attend, participate in, and draw new commitment and strength from
the Annual Schumacher Lectures. From 11.00am to 6.00pm at

the University Union Building, Queens Road, Bristol.

Tickets only £6 each. Fringe events, book stalls, etc.

Organised by the Schumacher Society.

Please book your tickets in advance to ensure your place.

Joanna Macy from Syracuse University, is a Jose Lutzenberger is an agronomist and
Buddhist scholar and teacher active in consultant in organic agriculture in Brazil. His
movements for social change both in the work for the protection of rainforests is well
industrialised West and the developing world. known. He has devoted his life to the
She spent a year with the Sarvodaya Movement preservation of the wilderness and reSpect for its
in Sri Lanka. Her writings include Despair and inhabitants, the forest people and Indians. He
Personal Power in the Nuclear age and Dharma has written and lectured extensively on the
and Development. question of forests.

Rudolf Bahro, former East German dissident spent two years in an East German jail for writing his
widely acclaimed book The Alternative in Eastern Europe. After a sustained campaign he was released
and exiled to West Germany, where he became a prominent member of the West German Green Party.
He is a political thinker with international influence.

Recently he resigned from the Green Party on the grounds that the party lacked the spiritual dimension
and total commitment to non-violence to humans and animals alike. His latest two books are From Red
to Green and Building The Green Movement.

The Schumacher Lectures
Please send me tickets at £6.00 each. I enclose a cheque for £

Name in full (please print)

Address

Telephone

Make your cheque payable to ‘Schumacher Society’ and send to Ford House, Hartland, Bideford, Devon.
(Telephone 023 74 293)



This magazine will stimulate you, inspire you,
and make you think._ resurgence

of Green Thought and Action

You Need Resurgence
If you are already familiar with E. F. Schumacher, Ivan Illich, R.
D. Laing, Amory and Hunter Lovins, Fritiof Capra, Jonathon
Porritt, Leopold Kohr, Wendell Berry, Kathleen Raine,
Theodore Roszak, Hazel Henderson, Edward de Bono, James
Robertson, Gary Snyder, Rosemary Reuther, Kirkpatrick Sale,
Richard Boston, Rupert Sheldrake, and their fellow thinkers,
then Resurgence is a must, to keep in touch

If you don’t know about these people and what they think and
write, then you need to get to Resurgence fast, and learn.

If you care about the human race and human values, and believe
that the principles of ‘small is beautiful’ are worth pursuing, then
Resurgence is certainly for you.

If you believe that the world can be changed for the better, then
Resurgence will be a focus for you.

Can you afford to be without Resurgence?

During the last
several years

Resurgence has
been one of the
poles, around ‘

which disciplined I.' dical altemative
thinking has
taken shape. '

Ivan Illich - '

Resurgence is
consistently years
ahead in inter-
preting the new
paradigms and
planetary poli-
tical movements
of the dawning

Resurgence is an
important forum
for a new rising
culture that
advocates a shift
in values. solar age.
— Fritjof Capra -HazelHenderson

Special Introductory Offer:
If you subscribe to Resurgence NOW you will be sent Issue 115
(March—April 1986) completely free. This is a bumper issue
celebrating 20 years of Resurgence publication.

E] I enclose £9.00 for a subscription to Resurgence and a free
copy of Jonathon Porritt’s Seeing Green (worth £4.50).

I3 I enclose £9 + £3 = £12 for a subscription to Resurgence
(UK only) and one ticket to the Schumacher Lectures at half
price (only £3 instead of £6).

:1 Tick as appropriate.

Subscription Form Join the Active Readers
Please enrol me as a subscriber to Resurgence

I enclose a cheque for £

Name:

Address:

Send to Subscriptions, Resurgence, Ford House,
Hartland, Bideford, Devon, U.K.
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An Introduction
The Schumacher Society was formed in Britain in 1977, shortly
after the death of the economist and thinker, E. F. Schumacher.
The Schumacher Society exists to discuss, develop and use the
momentom ideas which Schumacher introduced through his
writings and speeches. The Society is dedicated to advancing,
disseminating, developing and applying his ideas.
The Schumacher Society sponsors a series of lectures and events,
involving eminent thinkers and activists who are concerned with
the ideas and practices advanced by E. F. Schumacher, or who
have made their own special contribution to ‘better living’.
Since 1980 there has been established an E. F. Schumacher
Society of America, and in West Germany.

Schumacher Lectures
Speakers at the Annual Schumacher Lectures, which are
held in the autumn in Bristol, and which have been attended by
as many as 1,000 people, have included: "

Ivan Illich, Rupert Sheldrake, Shirley Williams, SigmundK‘valoy,
Gerald Leach, johan Galrung, Amory Lovins, R. D. Laing,
Bernard Benson, Colin Wilson, Russell Means, Keith Criichlow,
Wendell Berry, Frirjof Capra, Susan Griffin, john Michell,
Edward de Bono, Gary Snyder, Helena Norberg Hodge, and
Dr A. T. Ariyararne

How to get involved

The Schumacher Society needs members — people who
support these aims. We also need money to publish them
and to organise the annual lectures. Will you consider
joining us and by so doing, directly helping to transform
the ideas ofDrSchumacher into reality? We have already
gone a considerable way. But this is a time of great
opportunity to spread his ideas across the world— please
help us to do this now.

Whyyou should join NOW

* You will hear, first hand, leading thinkers and advocates of
E. F. Schumacher’s ideas; you will be able to join in
discussions and debates and your ideas on the development of
the Society will help shape its future.

* you will receive advance notice on all events, including the
Annual Lectures.

* you will get a free ticket for the Annual
Lectures (worth £6)

How to join

All you have to do is send £15 or more as an annual contribution
to the Society and you will automatically become a member, and
get free admission to the Annual Schumacher Lectures
(currently worth £6).

If you send £15 plus £6 (normally £9) you will also be sent
Resurgence Magazine (six issues each year).

JOIN NOW by filling in the form below

To: Satish Kumar, Schumacher Society, Ford House,
Hartland, Bideford, Devon, England. (Phone 023 74 293)
I want to join you and others in supporting the spread of E. F.
Schumacher’s ideas and philosophy: please enrol me as a
member of the Schumacher Society. Tick as

appropriate
*I enclose £15 to become a member for a year El
*I enclose £15+£6 =£21 to become a member and to
receive Resurgence Magazine for a year E1
*Please send a free ticket for this year’s
Schumacher Lectures I:

Name

Address
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